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INTRODUCTION

This study v/as undertalcen with the desire of improv
ing the methods by which textbooks in American, history are 
selected. The writer, a teacher of social studios in 
high school, has found that little work has been.done in 
Arizona toward evaluation of textbooks in high school.

The writer lias observed that a number of schools 
have teachers who are not trained in social studies to 
teach history♦ Unfortunately, all school districts can 
not afford to employ teachers who have majored in one 
field. Consequently textbooks are indispensable tools to 
those teachers. ■ ,, .■> '

Then, too, war conditions have brought about a teach
er shortage and have resulted in inadequate teaching 
staffs in many communities. Teachers who lack adequate 
educational preparation and experience In the teaching of 
history attempt to teach the subject* In consequence the 
selection of a textbook has become a matter of great 
importance, for the more poorly equipped the teacher is, 
the more he or she is dependent on the textbook for con
tent and method of instruction.
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While thoro is considerable evidence to shot? that 
the influence of the textbook is less pronounced than it 
was a few years ago, there seems little probability of 
any fundamental diminution in its importance. With an 
inexperienced teacher the text used can make or break the 
course* With the experienced teacher the textbook used 
may prove an invaluable tool. If the selected text 
proves unsatisfactory, it is often difficult to change to 
another without working undue hardships on the school 
district or on pupils buying their own texts and later re
selling their used copies.

The textbook is a convenient means for having at 
hand necessary data, presents a definite organization of 
material, furnishes a teacher a means of selecting per
tinent subject matter, serves as an aid to raising prob
lems which supplement the pupil’s own experiences, indi
cates trends of current educational thought, and presents 
a basis for organisation.

The teacher is not a specialist. He is seldom 
sufficiently oriented to organize material to be of moot 
value to those he is teaching. The obligation rests on 
him, nevertheless, to adapt subject matter to the needs 
of his classes. The adjustment must rest with the 
teacher, but it is too much to expect him to be responsi
ble for the complete organization. Textbooks carefully
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selected aro great.aids In this direction.
The selection of tests in most schools has been a 

hit-and-miss procedure. In the past,/even though the 
testbook occupied a very prominent place in teaching, its 
selection by the teacher, superintendent, or- school board 
generally m s  influenced by the personality of the text
book salesman, the general appearance of the book, the 
price of the book, or a subjective evaluation of it.

School trustees often adopted textbooks submitted 
by. publishers on grounds which were totally unrelated to 
their pedagogical usefulness to students and teachers.
The extraneous motives varied from social friendliness 
toward agents and firms, through;the pressures of polit
ical organizations, to the extreme of personal bribery.
In some communities the adoptions of textbooks have had 
a dark past. They sometimes amounted, to a public 
scandal. . v. -" ■ ■ • ::. :  :

- In most instances, it is fair to say, school board 
members wore quite conscientious in adoptions. They 
realized they were incompetent to perform the services 
without experienced and trained advisers. Naturally they 
turned to the superintendent or principal for that advice. 
Often the superintendent or principal exercised his own 
personal judgment in recommending texts.
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In some cases the superintendent appointed con-
mittces of teachers who might advise him as to the proper 
recommendations to he made. Many of the teachers who 
served on the committees were ill-equipped for the task, 
but the method had many advantages. It was an advance in 
the efficiency of the selection of textbooks.

Properly informed and coordinated, a dozen heads 
are better than one. It might be possible that the pref
erence of the teachers might not coinoido with that of 
the administrator; but it would be likely that the books 
selected by the teachers, if chosen on the basis of a 
thorough knowledge of or acquaintance with tho texts, 
would provide texts which they would understand and could 
use at that time most efficiently.

Until all the faults in the selection of texts are- -■ ' ' * . V . ....
oorrectod by further study and improved teacher training, 
those charged with the selection of textbooks may im
prove noticeably upon present procedures by talcing full 
advantage of tho research which has been reported and the 
suggestions which have been published.

Since the writer has been teaching history for four 
years and has had some very unfortunate experiences with 
poor textbooks, she feels that additional work in the 
field of evaluating texts would be time well spent to 
help herself as well as other teachers and administrators.
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Several tines she has been asked to aid in the selection 
of textbooks* The importaheo of the task made her realize 
that scientific techniques Y?ore necessary.

' ' ''... ' The Problem ' " '
The problem midertalcen in this thesis is an evalua

tion of textbooks in American history for high schools.
The Problem Defined: The purpose of this study is

to analyze and evaluate all available textbooks in Amer
ican history with respect to publication, mechanical 
construction, content, and use. It was the original in
tention of the author to survey the texts published 
since 1937» After' talking to a number of administrators 
who stated they would not consider a book copyrighted 
before 1940, she confined the texts to those copyrighted 
between the dates of 1940 and 1945. The objectives of 
American history have changed a good deal from 1937 to 
1940. Sixteen textbooks in American history have been 
used in this study.

Sources of Data: First an extensive study of educa
tional literature was made on the subject of aims and 
objectives for teaching American history and check lists 
for evaluating textbooks. The texts, workbooks, and 
tests used in this study were obtained from their respec
tive publishers or from superintendents of schools.



Procedure: The task of evaluating and selecting
text books may be divided into four major processes:
(1) determination of objectives; (2) .making a check list 
for "evaluating the texts; (3) (4) examining and ranking 
the textbooks on the basis of comparative study.

- After a study of the aims and objectives of American 
history, the author constructed a list of objectives 
which she felt wore educationally sound. This sot of ob
jectives embodied those which occurred most frequently In 
other lists. ^  ^

The check list used in this study also embodied the 
items moot frequently occurring in check lists' of authors 
such as Compton, Maxwell, and Eall-Quest.

All of the textbooks available wore examined, using 
the objectives and chock list as guides. Some of the 
questions considered were the following:
1. Does tho textbookTs organisation and content conform

in its broad outlines to tho objectives of American history? ' :: : ■ :
2. m a t  preparation and experience has the author had?
3. Does the mechanical make-up of tho textbook conform to

the minimum standards set by the chock list?

After e-Twainini* these to^ts. the four which sebmd 
to rank hirhest wore used in the classes of Americanmm v  mitmm m m m  mm mm mm w* '%### mm mmmm mm mum _ w r mm mm mmmm- ̂  mm mm v a

history at Clifton High School to determine thoir value 
for the purpose of instruction* Tho other textbooks and



workbooks served an supplementary references for reports, 
questions, and activities. After this examination the 
textbooks v/ero given a final ranking based on the items 
in the check list.

Previous Studies in the Field: O.H. C l e m  and W.J,
Ellis made a survey in 1933 to determine v/hich of sixteen 
American histories teachers prefer. The results showed 
consistency of preference. The names of the books were 
not reported, but some of the characteristic features 
which the preferred books had in common wore greater 
length, longer chapters, longer index, longer paragraphs, 
more space on the period since 1865, and more illustra
tions, - ■ -V

Charles Clucas, after an analysis of a number of 
textbooks in American and European history, claimed that 
his results concurred with previous investigations in 
showing a very high burden of routine information in most

I, Clem,- o,m , and aills, W.u . "Unat iimerican



in American history to. ascertain tho treatment of English, 
Germans, Scotch-Irish, Italians, and Poles.; She con
cluded that the. non-English groups receive too little at
tention. v; . . '■ v.;„ ■ . • \

Thomas J. Dickson cited illustrations from textbooks . 
of misinformation about T/ars, particularly instances of 
patriotic glorifications. He maintained that vmrs in 
which tho United States had participated are the most
distorted of all wars discussed in textbooks used in Amer-- ■ h

icon schools. :
Irene Blyth made a study of fifty-three American his

tories to determine the extent these texts incorporated 
thirty-two new discoveries, emphases, and viewpoints.
After the study she pointed out that textbooks usually
are several years late in incorporating the new discover-

. 5ies, emphases, and viewpoints of historical scholarship.
In 1931 Richey reported a study of 1,055 textbook 

authors who published books between 1876 and 1926. He 
found that 415» or 39 per cent, of them wore university,

. *# U-UU. uxw MUkJ $
os, and Viewpoints in American History.”
* “ “ “  23:395-402 (December, 1932).
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eollogo* or norcal school professors; and that 418, or
nearly 40 per cent, vrero connected Mith high schools. The 
other 222 authors were connected v;Ith publishing compan
ies.

Edgar Wesley rade a study of the size of tort tool's, 
the number of illustrations, maps and graphs, and the 
number of pages in the indices. Ho found that the aver
age size of ten texts, 1909-1923, v,*as 594 pages; 1? 
torts,.1924-1930, 643 pages;.9 torts, 1931-1936, 812 
pages; and 7 torts since 1931, 865 pages*7

‘ These various studies helped the author very much; 
-in the evaluation of the sixteen textbooks in American
history.

67 Wesley..M g a r . 'r Teaching the Social Studies, t>. 287.



CHAPTER I

THE OBJECTIVES OF TEACHING- AMERICA!! laSTOHI .
HI HIGH SCHOOL

In soloctins tho m a t  important a i m  of teaching '... 
American history in high school, a careful consideration 
has Loon m d o  of the opinions of recognized authorities 
in tho field.of history* The most prominent, of the ob
jectives soons to be the training of.pupils for effective 
citizenship in a democracy that wo are striving tor attain. 
The materials of tho social studies provide the basis for 
making the world of today intelligible to the pupils, for 
training them in certain skills and habits, and for in
culcating attitudes and ideals which will enable boys and 
girls to take their places as efficient and.effective mem
bers of a democratic society, : i î  r m

The program of social studies has evolved from a 
meager course in history to the varied offerings of today. 
The origin of history can be found in tho myths and r 
traditions of early primitive peoples, handed dovm from 
generation to generation. From the days when Greece 
floiiriclaed and made her contributions to civilization, 
the term "history” has been used. History, stories of 
the past, was included in struction of the youth long
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Greece* Palestine, and Rome. During the Middle Ages,

appeared,

tory. Of these Benjamin Franklin m s  the most prominent,

In Eis Idea of the 
he gave history a very important place.

lY lining,' A.G. and Dining, b.h.
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with a study of British history, including the colonial

-  ■—  “  “  *“  —
for the study of American history.

During the period of the Confederation and the dif
ficult years of the establishment of the republic of the 
United States, a few grammar schools and academics in
cluded ancient history in their program of studies.

"After the war of 1812, 
iously waged except

Orleans, the patriotic fervor and national
enthusiasm that swept over 
in the first attempts to introduce the study
tion into the schools. However, not until
did history take root 
By the time of the Civil 1 
a place in the curriculum

aa *
The results of an inquiry made by the United States

Office of Education to state departments of education
concerning offerings in American history in the schools
of their respective states and published in 1943 indicate
that it is now included in the offerings of every system

4in the United States.
The state departments of education were asked if

2. Dining. A.O. and Billing. b.W. op. clt.. p. 9.

3, Po 3.
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American history is required by law* by state school
■ ■ ■ ■ . . ' .

authorities, and what general practice obtains relative to 
grade placement and frequency of offering. Returns from 
this inquiry show that American history is required by 
statute in twenty-seven states, by the chief educational

authorltloa 111 oleT statoa’ ^ is catabli3hed by prao"tlco in all others, ,
History found its place in the curriculum of the 

secondary school chiefly because educators believed it 
was an excellent subject for training tho memory and for 
the formal discipline of tho mind, in accord with the 
ideas of "faculty psychology," -

"History was believed to be valuable in

f or thc prof
During the period of reconstruction following the 

Civil War, there was a-great increase in the teaching of 
history in the secondary schools. Aims, subject matter, 
and methods, however, remained about the same as during 
the period before tho Civil War. By 1890 the time was ripe 
for tho application of new and better ideas and methods 
to tho teaching of the social studies. The influence of

5. “American History and the Schools." op. cit., p. 3.
6. Dining, A.O, and Bining, D.H. op. c i C T nriO.
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;v

■r n

uals, committees, and organizations* Among tho cduca-
■ 1 . \ , ■ V ■■ . ■ : - './v-' ■: -
tional comaittees which investigated tho teaching of *

ment v/ero the .tion

the study of history*
m  1927 F.c. Teuton suggested a set of objectives for: : : ' ■. ' : ' ' • " ' / - f ': "

Principles of Secondary Education, and included the ideal 
of understanding the significance of larger group rola- 
tionships in tho world today. These objectives are:
1. Demonstrating tho need for developing physical

fitness as shovm. in the national situations.
2. Applying fundamental "processes to historical material. 
J* uisoovGring jLHuGrGSu3 ana ani;ii;ucLcs t^nrougn inioina—

pp. 7-1^.
'
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4. Using native capacity to maximum in reading American
history.

. ' ■ ' - ; •

5. Preparing for economic independence or advanced
training in the field of social service through 
history.

6. Providing opportunity for participation in diversi
fied recreational activities through reading history.

7. Evolving high standards of living through apprecia
tion of past and present problems of group life.

8. Developing worthy homo membership through an apprecia
tion of the value in home life and of a knowledge of 
men and events of American history.

9. Evaluating present national situations through an
appreciation and knowledge of past problems and their 
solutions.

10. Understanding the significance lof larger group rola- tionshlps la the troria tcday.S .

The next important work on objectives m s  prepared 
by Charles Beard in connection with the study of the 
teaching of social science conducted by the American His
torical Association. His Charter for the Social Sciences 
turned out to bo an eloquent statement of general prin
ciples, but nowhere clearly differentiated the objectives 
of tho social sciences from the objectives of education 
in general. Teachers who want specific reasons for what 
they teach will find it difficult to draw such reasons

8. Toulon, y.ti. heroic of objectives in Secondary
7, PP. :



from the Charter. Objectives became more distinctive in
of the

Social Studies. Broadly stated the objectives are:
1. To cultivate a scientific spirit in the treatment of

subject matter.
2. To transmit the American “Ideals of popular democracy

and personal liberty and dignity."
3* To^prepare pupils for a change from an economy of individualism to an economy of collectivism.
4. To enlarge "understanding and mutual toleration among

the diverse races, religions, and cultural groups 
which compose the American nation."

5. To develop an enlightened attitude toward international
relations. . .. : : ■ . v. - -

6. To hold up "the spirit of science and scholarship,
• liberty of thought and expression, freedom of press 

and.platform, and tolerant study of the most divers, 
ideas, domestic and foreign, modern, medieval, and 
ancient, as. the chief means of defense against the 
tyranny of bureaucracy, of narrow nationalism, and 
of brutal uninformed power.

. .. . ■ '■ " ■■■ •-

9. ^ericrni Mstorical Association. Conclusions and 
Recommendations of the Commission on tho Social 
Studies..fdl." l6. •



anee, fairnosc, and
. ■ ■

.

'
' jf. ■
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of the

study$ the 
most " ,

- -

tiros is v/hat the author accepts as heaus the objectives 
of Anerlcan history.

II. CrliCi'wUUWitij ___
Education, 1X111:93-104 1943).
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CHAPTER II
. . ' ■ ■  . , ....

MAKBICr A CHECK LIST FOR EVALUATION OF THE TEZT5 :-

In order to Iiavo a workable form to determine 
whether the content of the textbooks met tho objectives 
of American history, the author made a check list,. In 
determining the items to be included in this score sheet, 
the writer made a study of previous check lists. The 
items which appeared most frequently formed the basis for 
the check list used in this study, ■

Probably the most complete check list was made by 

,!arlaa A - a0B$t0n in 1932' &  chock Hstltsolf each
Roman-numbered item is a main criterion. There are in the 
check list seven such major items numbered I to VII. Each 
item Is explained in detail. Tlie basis for her choice of 
criteria wore: the judgments of leading historians; her
experience with history texts in high school and in college
teaching; tho recent investigations on curriculum and on 
textbook malcing; and the studies made on learning among 
pupils of^various ages and of various degrees of

#  - ... - ■ . r ... .... -i- ... s-*.- *•* -. . . . ■ ■ 1 " » v * . » -- *   *-

£.Ooin^bnr'H H a m X ; ...........................Texgs
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J.G. Powlkos recognized four basic criteria that
should bo oonsidored in selecting tests* Under content .
he discussed proportional distribution of subject matter
and illustrative material. Ho included style, organiza-.
tion, and aids for using a text.

Edgar Bruco V/eslcy suggested that a teacher should
ask six questions concerning a textbook. These are:
1* Is its content designed to promote tho objectives of 

the course?
2, Is it sound in scholarship?
3* Is it adapted to the maturity and ability of the 
- ; • pupils? • - ■ ■ - * ■ •
4s Vfill it challenge the interest of the pupils?. ,
5, Is it clear and simple in organization? ^
6* Are its teaching and learning aids helpful?

In answering those questions Mr. Vfesley recommended 
a score card or an outline containing author i physical 
aspects, general nature, organization, nature of contents, 
aids to learning, and style.

Arthur and David Bininp made a verv detailed check 
list. Mechanical elements, organization, presentation, 
illustrations, mapSj charts, graphs, exercises, and

2. kowlkcs, y.G. 
3« Wesley, Edgar. 
4. Ibid.
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auctions, references ana bibliography, and appendices 
and index v/oro Included in this score sheet. Publication 
data including the title of the book, author, publisher, 
copyright date, number of pages, period covered, and 
price of the test v/ere not given.

C.R. Kaxtroll recognized the importance of aiding 
the teacher in the selection of bettor texts. His out
line is very compact, containing only publication material,

6mechanical construction, content, and use.
Mr. J.Vf. Studebaker, superintendent of a school in

Dos Moines, Iowa, had two committees - a general and a '
special - to formulate a check list. Five items, each
given a certain number of points, were included:
2. Interest, 200 points; included all elements of a text

book which tend to make it the kind of book tmpils 
like to read and study.

2. Comprehension, 250 points; included the elements of a 
text which make it the kind of book punils can under- 

: stand, , - • - - • ''

3' ^subject m t t e 0ooveridCindlTOl5e=!50 f”01"404
4. Value of method, 200 points; included subject matter

to be presented in such a way as to direct the learner 
into the right habits of study.

5. Mechanical elements, 100 points; involved physical 

Dining.A.O. and lining.b.H. teaching the social
6.



nQ-3^rGt ^ e thZndeS n ^ h tLofSlined^nS ’ size» clear~

F.R. Knias suggested a score card v Mch -would In
clude throe major Items: author, content, and physical
features. He recommended that a total of fifteen points 
ho given for author, seventy points for content, and 
fifteon points for physical features.
, EaSii St. Louis schools provided a helpful outline 

containing ton important items. These included mechan
ical make-up, weight of authority, objectives, content,
pupil helps, units of work, illustrations, vocabulary,

- 9scientific investigation, and functional subject matter.
In 1942 John Addison Clement, Professor of Educa

tion at the University of Illinois, wrote a book on com
mon items for use in analyzing textbooks. His manual in
cluded common items for use in appraising all textbooks, 
an outline for analyzing and appraising textbooks.

7. Studeticer, S.W. %  Plan for the ^xamination~3HH

8. Kniss

9. "East St
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utlD
.

D*0#
a check list*

■ ■ ■' ••'■■■

#'r'
■

-

r'. : 'V-
. : ■ :

: - "

for in a tcxthook.
I.

;.«2:

A n  Title.

in the Junior 
12. The data for each



history, and coperionoe in the 
grade for which the text is de-

books or articles?

Publisher
1.

hers is some 
a carefully written 

correctly printed text.
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D. Date of
1. Is the book

• hook be taught?

H e  IJoohanioal Construction 
A. Siso

Is the test so as to ho difficult 
, or so



As to the reinforcement'of the hack 
of the hook.

c. As to the ease in opening the hook.

D. Covers

E. Pa]
2 a

Is it 
Is it

:

1. Wesloy. kdgar lB. op. cft.. p. *
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■suited to 
for which t

t e s y a * ® - * - * * ':1y«. g__„ _'*jk,
-. ....  ̂ •' 1 V ;•■...n a s r l n -

G, Logins
1. Arc the

2* Are the margins regular?■ ■ ;■ - . ;v.-. , . v
H i e  Content i: ' % .:

as 
l do

2. How well

3*
lllliSl-asK

B. Style
'tin° ihat textbooks should be

2. F.

, ■ eate*"-' : "

d. Degree of fullness of treatment.

- . A. 't _ : . ,. ;
: -r-

but the objective is
itcnees,but clear writing.

lot necessary rc 
has passed the



novel, .tho more effective it vd.ll
hr*

it also "builds up impressions and
C,
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t h e ^ o ?  by

S, Treatment of topics2*̂

' '

problems. M g  movements
4. Yihat types
5. YJhat. types of history are 3?. Aids in use
X. Index

a. Is it logically organized?
cl Is it ful^enough to be of most help?
e. There is less need for a lengthy and

- -------- i ordinary
in books which

': v
. ■ ■■

2* Table of contents
a. Is there a complete analysis of the 

' text? ,
b. Is there a

- ' s . %3. Bibliography

s r s i . 5 8 g a « s w ~c. Are the ref — - - -

: ' '
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d. Does tho definiteness of the citations 
fit the course in mind as to 
.giving title references only 
or as to specifying chapters 
or pages?

e» What type of materials v/ere referred 
to?

4. Appendix %
a. Ara tho natorlalo l^th^apponaioos

often contain a*great variety 
of materials. Some examples 
are: Constitution of the
United States, Declaration of 
Independence, lists of states 
with pertinent data, list of 
Cabinet and Supreme Court1 5 Cff- ft OTT'OTli" *** Tlfli
dates, glossaries, clirono- 
logical and biographical charts 
and sketches, election returns• 
The Constitution of the United 
States is essential.

5. Footnotes
a. Are the footnotes illuminating?
b. Are they sufficient to indicate how

text writers in history depend * 4 iv nnon tho renoaroh studies and
reported archeological find- 

l .. ings? ■' ' . - ■>
c. Is the number of such a quantity not

to be tiresome?
d. Are there footnote citations for all

6# Illustrations

of ouch illustrations and the need 
of space for textual material have 
tended to keep the number from be
coming as groat as some toachors ~ 
desire (3)«

! '  ̂ -- - . ..v'. c'-'' ,
2. Bosley. Edgar op. olt.. at 6#. 
3* Ibid.
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Do Q U  " K l o ^ 103 ^  '

d.
students?

e. Do the portraits of individualsSI SMBW’
, etc. It is reasonable to 

mortant^in^e^books than

a.
b.

OUt. ' ' •- ■ • ,  '
Teachinr heirs

a. Are there suggestions for v/orthr/hile
problems and projects?

b. Are there some suggestions for ' -
projects of local interest?

c. Are they well motivated?
d. Are they of value in view of the ob

jectives of American history?
e. Are the thought problems suited to

the pupils for whom they are
f . Are there valid questions for review,

and lists of dates for drill?
g. Are they thought provoking?
h. Do they require pupil reorganization

of the subject matter?
i. Docs the author take care not to

restrict the pupil’s initia
tive?

j. Do the chapter titles stimulate a
desire to read the test?

k. Are there helpful, accurate summaries?
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l . Is the pronunciation of proper names
given in the text or glos
sary?'

m. Are the footnotes illuminating?
n. Does a workbook accompany the text?

How satisfactory is it?
17. Use .....  -

A. Grades to which best adapted
1. Are the text's generalizations likely to

he Intelllelhlo to the atudenta?
2. Aro they suited to their maturity and

life experiences?
3. Are they suited to their previous training

in the social sciences?
B. Adapted to objectives of American history

1. How well does the textbook meet the ob
jectives of American history as 
stated in Chapter I? (The author 
recommends that Chapter I bo read 
before using this item in the 
cheek list.)C. Value

1. Would this book be satisfactory as a text-
:■ book?2. Y/ould it be acceptable as a supplementary
• text, reference book, or teacher's 

handbook?
3. Would the content fit into a local course

of study so as to avoid undesirable 
repetition of ground already 
covered?

• .A brief outline of the - check list used in this study
and discussed in this chapter is as follows:

I. Publication
A, Title
B. Author or authors 
Co Publisher
D. Date of copyright
E. Grades for which Intended 
F* Price II.

II. Mechanical Construction
A. Size
B. Number of pages
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D.
E. Paper
F. Type

■ a, " '
III. Content

A.
U 
U
Be Sty,
D.
E.
F. Aids in use

Bm# ■ :

Be Adapted to objectives of American history

For the purpose of determining the rank of each book, 
the writer assigned a numerical rating of lig ,

1 point for very poor • ■ , : ; .
2 points for poor . , :

, 3 points for average ; .■ :
4 points for coed, or , .
5 points for excellent

for each of the items under Publication, Mechanical Con
struction, Content, and Use. . ;



__ . .

"

use. The writer has used the scores of each of those four 
major items to determine the rank of each text.

Publication
She author or authors of a textbook in American his

tory should have training and educational experience in 
the field, of American history, and should have experience 
in the grade for which the.text is designed.

dames Adams seems to have studied at more univer
sities and colleges than any one of the other authors.
He obtained the bachelor of arts degree at Polytechnic 
Institute, Brooklyn; the master of arts at Yale Univer
sity; the doctor of laws at Rhode Island State College; 
the doctor of letters at Columbia University; and the 
doctor of letters of humanities at V/esloyan.University, 
Connecticut. He also attended the University of 1

1. fhe score sheets maybe found in the Appendix.
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Pittsburgh, Prinoeton University, and How York University.
Charles Beard, Eugene Barker, Henry Commager, David 

Huzzey, Ralph Karlov/, Leon Canfield, William Yardbrough, 
and R.O. Hughes have their doctor of philosophy degrees, 
but they have not attended as many universities and col
leges as has James Mams.

• Charles Beard received M s  bachelor of philosophy 
degree at DePauw University, his doctor of laws at Oxford 
University, and his doctor of philosophy at Columbia 
University. He also attended Cornell University.

Eugene Barker received his bachelor of arts and 
master of arts degrees at the University of Texas, and 
his doctor of philosophy at the University of Pennsyl
vania. Ho also studied at Harvard University.

... v " . - : ' . . ., • ,
Henry Commager received M s  bachelor of philosophy 

and his master of arts degrees at the University of 
CMcago. He obtained his doctor of philosophy degree at 
the UMversity of Copenhagen.

David Huzzey received his bachelor of arts and one 
of his bachelor of divinity degrees at Harvard University. 
He also obtained a bachelor of divinity degree at the 
Union Theological Seminary. He received his doctor of 
philosophy degree at Columbia University, and studied at 
the UMversity of Berlin and the Sorbonne in Paris.



University, and

ology.

fi.O.
at the University of Tesas,

^  -- % -  - - .

doctor of philosophy degrees at Peabody College for 
Teachers In Nashville, Tennessee.

nrvtm w  **m1*t* P—  m wmmm w  ^  xojifwi ■imm mr mm1 *wf e** w "*#*#*» *^T***T*?*^*

olor of philosophy degree at DePauv; University, and did

The writer 
cational

material 
, Gabriel,



HoGulxe, Portvrood, Josea and Iferlln Anas, Staples,
Pazon, Coulter, Head, Garnan, Kimnel, Hancoz, and Willis 
Got, . . . . . . . ■ : , ; ' . „ ':

David Kassoy and Ralph Harlow probably have the most 
varied educational ezperiences. David Kuzzey was a tutor 
of mathematics in Constantinople; ho also taught Latin 
and Greek; he was once a director of the Ethical Culture 
School in Hew York; lie lias been a Carnegie lecturer on 
American history in Paris, Edinburgh, Prague, and has 
taught at the University of Chicago, Hew York University, 
and the University of California, Ho has been a, 
Gouvcrnour Morris Professor of History at Columbia since 
1938» ana emeritus since 1940. He has written books on 
American history and religion.

Mr. Harlovf lias also had much experience in foreign 
countries. He was once head of the Department of Sooi-. 
ology at International CoUego, Smyrna; he was a visiting 
lecturer at colleges in China, Japan, India; he was a 
visiting professor to Asia and the How East under the 
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. He has boon 
a minister and a chaplain," and has done much work with 
oolored people and youth. Host of his writings, however, 
have been in the field of theology. He was a professor 
of religion and social ethics at Smith College, Horth- 
hampton, Massachusetts at one time. At present he is a
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professor of American history at tho School of Citizen
ship and Public Affairs, Syracuse University.

Although Charles Beard and James Adams have not had 
as much International experience, they both have written 
successful textbooks. Charles> Beard m s  an instructor, 
associate professor, and professor at Columbia from 1904- 
1917» Ito m s  an advisor of Viscount Goto, Japanese 
Minister of Home Affairs in 1923; he has done much in 
regard to the nature and objectives of the social studies. 
Most of his texts, however, are in the fields of govern
ment and economies, nevertheless, they seen to be trail 
adapted to the grades for which he intended then.

James Adams in 1922 received the Pulitzer prize for 
the best-book on American history. Ho has been an asso
ciate professor in economics at Northwestern and Yale 
Universities during summer sessions. He has had experi
ence as a banker, and served as a member of the Intel
ligence Division in the American Commission to negotiate 
peace" during Uorld War I. Both l̂ r. Adams and Mr. Board 
have contributed many articles to leading magazines and 
reviews. - ..

With respect to Eugene Barker, Charles Tannest, Henry
00111̂*3.(̂027g î TOCLCPXC JfCLiCSOĤ  Wii.XiQIl iillull/ - ' ’
Gavian, Ralph Gabriel, R.O. Hughes, Edna McGuire, and 
Ruth West, all the ATriter was able to learn of their
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previous educational esperience raa that they also have 
\7ritt0n textbooks in tho field of history*

•Eugene Barker assisted in history at Radcliffo Col
lege. He vzas a tutor and a professor of American history 
at the University. 'He has been co-author v/ith H.E.
Bolton of books and articles concerning the Southwest; 
most of his writing deals with Tczac and ILozlco. He did, 
however, .write Growth of a Nation.

Charles Tannest is a professor of history at Harris 
Teachers College, St. Louis. He is oo-author of Social
ized History in the United States, a text which is used 
in the elementary schools of Arizona. .

Henry CommaGer is a professor of history at 
ColuaMa University. Ho has bees a irisitins professor : 
during summer sessions at Duke University, Harvard Uni
versity, and the University of Chicago. He received the 
Herbert Adams award of tho American Historical Associa
tion for his book Growth of the American Republic.

Mary Beard has had much experience in woman and 
labor movements. She has traveled and studied in Europe 
and in the Orient. Host of her books are on the sub
jects of city government; labor, and women's rights.

Frederic Parson is a professor of history at the 
University of California but his book. Recent History of 
tho United States from 1865 to tho Present, is intended



for the college level,
. William Hmata is Assistant Superintendent to the High 

School Division in Hew York City. He was formerly Chair
man of the Social Studies Department at Walton High 
School, Hew York City, and he assisted in the writing of 
a high school tezfc, A Unit History of the United States.

Ruth Gavian, who assisted Mr. Hamm with the text 
The American People. has done most of her work in soci
ology. Sho wrote a text in that field, Society Faces the 
Future. . . -

Ralph Gabriel is a professor of history at Yale Uni
versity. .He edited the
series for Yale University Press. In 1941 he prepared
the lectures on American history and the Constitution for 
the educational program of the Second Army under the com
mand of General Ben Lear.

R.O. Hughes Is with the Pittsburgh Public Schools; 
ho was once vico-principal of Peabody High School in that 
city. Eg has been a Director of Citizenship and Social 
Studios in the Department of Curriculum Study of the 
Pittsburgh Public Schools since 1939, and has written a 
number of successful textbooks in economics and in
civics.. .

Edna McGuire has written a number of books for the



of Social Studies in the Levds and Clark High School, 
Spokane. During World War I she worked with the Red Cross. 
Most of her writings have boon teachers1 nanuals to go 
rdth textbooks.

William Yarbrough has had experience teaching his
tory in the Ft. Worth High School, and was once principal 
of Peabody Demonstration School. At the present time he 
is principal of West End High School in Nashville, 
Tennessee. .

Iferlin Ames also has had experience teaching history 
in high school. Howard Wilder is principal of Melrose 
High School, Melrose, Massachusetts; he was formerly head 
of the Department of Social Studies in that school. Mabel 
G. Walker and Mabel Casner both have had experience teach
ing history in the elementary grades.

Harry Carman, Ellis Coulter, Nelson Mead, Clarence 
Bruner, and Willis West have been teaching history in 
various universities. Herbert Eanoox is in the Editorial 
Department of Laidlav/ Brothers; he was formerly director 
of Central Y.M.C.A. College in Chicago. Thoms Portvraod 
is Assistant Superintendent of Schools at San Antonio, 
Texas. .. • . . . - v  - ■ :

The rank which the writer finally assigned each 
textbook with respect to the general item of Publication 
was influenced also by additional factors. The title of



Charles and Kary Beard’s hook,
Civilization, is very inspiring. It implies that it is 
the study of American civilization. The title should 
convey some idea of its special quality. Yarbrough and 
Bruner emphasize the type of
volume, A History of the United States by Unit Plan. 
The American People by Hamm supposedly stresses social 
and economic rather than governmental affairs. The
titles. The Story of Our C by West and West, The
Making of Our United States by Hughes, Story of America
by Harlow are quite unilluminating. In The Story of 
American Democracy Caonor and Gabriel probably wish to 
stress democracy. In The Rise of Our Free Nation McGuire 
and Bentwood stress American ideals and institutions as 
contrasted against the tyranny of dictators.

All of the texts were published by well-known firms. 
Since none of the texts was copyrighted earlier than 1940, 
the copyright factor was relatively unimportant.

•As a rule, American history in Arizona is taught
during the junior and senior years of, high school. Most 
of the books - with the exception of The Story of American 
Democracy by Gasner and Gabriel, The Story of Our Country
by West and
u - u u .  J. v j . v w u w v * ,

and Staples - well adapted to the upper grades of
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high school. These four hooks seemed to ho too elementary,
hath in style and in content.

: , -

The cost of each tort m s  subject to a school dis
count, and in most cases m s  found to he very reason
able. -Jv

After considering the author?s qualifications and ex
perience, title of text, publisher, date of copyright, \ 
grade for which it is intended, and price, the textbooks 
were ranlced in the following order:

1'he' prices my.be found in the Appendix. 
3. The scores may ho found in the Appendix.
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. ' .4 . '. -TABLE I
TEXTBOOKS BAIHCED AGCORDHa TO PUBLICATION

Author Title Bank
■--— -

Civilization 
A  History of Our Country

Barker & Commager Our Nation
H a m
Canfield, Wilder, 
Paxoon, Coulter 
& Mead

Gavian & H a m  
Hughes -

Story of 
The Amer

& Walker.
Yarbrough, Bruner 

& Hanoox 
Amos & 

Staples

loan People
The United States in the 

Making
Tho American Story 
The Making of Our United 

States
Historic Currents in

States for High Schoolsn-:;

Harbrougli & Bruner 
Casnor & Gahriol 
West & West Tlio Story of Our Country

6
8.5
8.5

10.5
10.5

Our Land and 
The Rise of Our Free Nation 
A History of the United 

States by Unit Plan 
The Story of American

il
■15.5
15.5



cult for a pupil to handle or present too formidable an

for rapid, easy reading. The margins should be regular
wjluu u iiv u (5 ii vu  .yux-iiu.u jp u p A xa  uu  w r i v o

4notations on the text.
Ralph Harlow's tezb seems to have tho most durable 

binding. The book is a convenient size and provides -
Tlie type is

clear and large, with the chapter headings xvell marked. 
The print is arranged in double columns, which makes easy 
reading. The paper is of a good grade. The margins, are 
adequate for notations. The covers are modem and at- 
tractive. The test does not show soil even though the 
colors are powder blue, red, and white, . , ; ,,
. ;The texts by James Adams and Charles Tannest and. by .

@#pt for # #
features ez-

The.
covers of the Board test are very attractive; the print 
is done in silver. The binding is not quite so durable

4. Tor additional features, please 
Chapter II.

the check Tist
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as that of Ear Ion's. James Adams and Charles Tannest 
leave a margin of only one-fourth inch, which is not ade
quate for notations.

The textbooks of David Muzzey, William Hamm, Harry 
Carman, William Kimmel, £Sa.bel Walker, and Leon Canfield 
and associates have good covers hut they are not of the 
same quality as those discussed previously. The books 
arc a convenient size and the margins are adequate. The 
quality of paper is average, the print is clear, and the 
arrangement of the type is average.

The text by William Yarbrough and co-authors, like 
that by Edna McGuire and Tliomas Portwood, does not lie
flat when opened. The covers and bindings are not too

■ - . ■ ■ - ■>durable. The texts written by McGuire, Portvrood, Barker, 
and Commgef are too bulky and large to be convenient. 
William Hamm's text contains more pages, yet it is com
pact and easy to handle.

The other seven texts do not have quite so good bind- 
Ings and covers. The type is clear and well spaced in all 
of the texts. Those by West and West, Hughes, and Caoner 
and Gabriel have too few pages to permit adequate treat
ment of the subjects.

After considering tho mechanical features of the 
textbooks, the writer ranked then as follows:
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KED AGCOHDBIG TO 
MEOHAICECAL C0H3TMJCTI0M

Author Title Rank

Eorlovz
Beard & Beard

Story of America 
The Making of American

-

1
Civilisation 2

Adam & Vann© at
A History of Our Country 
The Record of America l

Garfield, Wilder,
The American People 6.5

Paxson, Coulter The United States in the
6*5& Mead Making

Yarbrough, Bruner A History of the United
6.5& Hancox States for High SchoolsBarker & Connnager 

Carman, Kimmol 
& Yfalker

Our Ration 6.5
Historic Currents in

Gsvinn and H a m T h a a : ;  ■ i
McGuire & Portwood. The Rise of Our Free Nation 11
v/eat & West
Hughes; .... . . .

The Story of Our Country 
The Making of Our United

11

Yarbrough & Bruner
States

A History of the United 13.5
States hy Unit Plan 13.5Casner & Gabriel The Story of American

15.5Ames, Ames &
Staples .

•
Our land and Our People 15.5



Content
William Yarbrough, Clarence Bruner, Jesse and Berlin 

Ames, and Thomas Staples seem to give the most complete 
treatment of the subject in terms of tho objectives of 
American history. The first tv/o authors try to teach 
pupils to think for themselves and to form their own 

; opinions; to help pupils better adapt themselves to 
change in a world which is changing socially, politically, 

.economically, and religiously; to develop an attitude of 
: optimism tovm*d the future, and to lessen any pessimism 
pupils may have relative to existing conditions; to 
develop in pupils an. intelligent attitude toward the 
political life of the country, and an understanding of tho 

. workings of the government under which they live; to 
develop in pupils a sane attitude toward war by studying 
the causes of war and their relation to fear, suporsti- 

. tlon and ignoranco, and by analyzing war propaganda; and 
to develop a spirit of tolerance which will bring about 
bettor relations among peoples everywhere,

Thomas Staples, Jesse and Berlin Amos have tried to 
build a sane appreciation of our heritage and tolerance 
for others. They emphasise the American way of life, and 
social and economic history. They link the past with the 
present, and have correlated and integrated geography 
with history.



pupils a broad and deep understanding of our country by

experience. ~
Although Charles and itary Beard have had more influ

ence on the formulation of the objectives of the social 
studies, they give only one statement of their aims - to 
create a thoughtful citizenship and stimulate in pupils 
habits of analysis, reflection, comparison, and generali
zation, :

David Muzzey and William Hamm hope to lead students 
to understand the ideals, traditions and institutions' 
which have shaped the history of the nation, and to 
stimulate pupils to think honestly about the problems of 
modern American life.

Leon Canfield, Howard Wilder, Frederic Paxson, Ellis 
Coulter, and Kelson Mead try to give the pupil as complete 
an understanding as possible of the problems which have 
confronted and which still confront this country, and thus 
to contribute to his training as a future voter. They 
attempt to offer ways and means of deepening and broaden
ing the pupil’s grasp of history.

Harry Carman, William Kimmel, and Mabel Walker do 
not have a clear statement of aims in their textbook. 
Their objectives, however, seem to be to teach students
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to think for themsolvos and to become familiar with 
democratic ideals* Ralph Harlow also fails to give a 
statement of his aims; but his purpose seems to be to 
acquaint pupils with the problems, achievements, and de
velopments of his own country, and to acquaint him with 
the American way of life. ,

Isabel Gasner and Ralph Gabriel want students to re
live history, respond emotionally to the experiences of 
©ur national past, to assimilate the big ideas, and to 
meet different interests and tastes.

Ruth Gavian wishes to inspire the student to cherish 
the American Ideals of equal opportunity, liberty, and 
justice for all. R.O. Hughes, Edna HcGuiro, Thomas Port- 
wood, Ruth and Willis West also attempt to promote 
patriotic devotion to our country.

The outstanding objective for all of these authors 
seems to be the one of democratic ideals. They all try 
to lay the groundwork for mutual understanding, particu
larly Beard and Beard, Yarbrough and Bruner, yet some of 
them appear.to succeed better than others. All of tho 
authors have used the narrative style, which creates 
interest and enthusiasm among pupils. A few of the 
authors - particularly Beard, and Beard, David Huzzey, 
Yarbrough, and Bruner - have adapted it better than the 
Others* .... : . - . . . : .  ̂;V.
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Eugene Barker and Henry Comaser have placed inter
esting excerpts from source material, documents, letters, 
diaries, magazines, and newspapers throughout the text, 
and thus supplement the narrative. The thought concepts 
and vocabulary are simple.; William Yarbrough and 
Clarence Bruner also have used much enlightening mate
rial v M e h  m y  not bo found in the average high school 
library or texts. David Uuszoy has placed much inter
esting material in footnotes; he is the only author to 
uso footnotes extensively.

Leon Canfield, Howard Wilder, Frederic Paxson, Ellis 
Coulter, and Kelson Mead have used crisp biographical 
sketches with portraits to add human interest and appeal. 
Mabel Casner.and Ralph Gabriel have scattered a large 
number of dramatic stories and thumbnail biographies 
throughout the entire book. Ralph Harlow uses a friend
ly and journalistic style. ^

Ralph Harlow, David Muzzoy, Charles and Mary Beard, 
James Mams, William Yarbrough and Clarence Bruner,
Leon Canfield, Howard Wilder, Frederic Paxson, Ellis - 
Coulter, and Nelson Mead have used long paragraphs; yet 
their vocabulary is simple. These authors: define diffi
cult words in the context. Ruth Gnvian and William Hamm 
avoid difficult words and long sentences. R . 0. Hughes 
also uses non-teclinical terms.: The' other authors also
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use short paragraphs and sontonoos.

and topics. Tills arrangement makes it possible to pre
sent an idea in logical sequence. ' James Adams and Charles

one general topic. Thus they shovr the development of the 
country socially, economically, culturally, and politi
cally. ’ "";

Eugene Barker and Henry Commager use short units.
The units up through 1876 are chronological; those after 
that are topical. Within the topical units, each topic 
is developed chronologically. The major historical facts 
arc presented in a clear, organized form. Each of the 
topics has been treated adequately.

Charles and Kory Beard also have a topical- 
chronological organization of subject matter. They stress 
political, cultural, and industrial aspects of national 
life. The work moves toward on understanding of the 
paramount problems of our own times. Croat questions and

effect, thus encouraging a scientific attitude.
Loon Canfield and co-authors have an interesting 

organization, yet good arrangement. Part I carries the 
story through the Civil War and Reconstruction. The



units are arranged in chronological sequence with a ? 
special unit on economic, social, and cultural aspects of 
American life* Part II is organized topically, A pre
view orients the pupil chronologically before he takes 
up tho topical units which treat economic life, social 
conditions, and foreign relations from the period of 
Reconstruction to the present time.

Harry German, William Kimmel, and Mabel Walker 
focus the attention of students on those major currents 
from tho past which are influencing the present: course 
of the stream of American life. Those units are sub
divided into topics dealing with the various historic 
developments which have contributed to the formation of 
ever-changing America. • ^  ;

Ruth Gavian and William H a m  follow the chronological 
pattern, but at times the narrative is halted in order 
to consider separately some of its important strands.
Thus the topical arrangement appears. In this text 
William Hamm follows a topical arrangement which is 
chronological through the period of the Civil War and Re
construction. From that period to the present, the 
text is purely topical. Emphasis is placed upon the 
social and economic phases of American history, upon the 
more recent past, and upon the connection between past 
events and present problems. The first four units in
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Ralph Harlow1 s tozt aro chronological; tho last four are 
topical. Emphasis is placed moro on social and economic 
history than political.
. R.O. Hughes pays particular attention to social and 

industrial phases of American progress in M s  units and 
topics. Edna I-:cGuire and Thomas Portv/ood, Jesso and 
Merlin Ames and Thomas Staples use.the same organisation 
as th# other authors, hut they placo much emphasis on 
geography. --

David Mussey corrolates civics and government in his 
unit and topical analysis. Tliroughout his test ho has 
given much attention to regional history and problems.

Yarbrough- and Bruner also follow a unit arrangement. 
Tho events of history,arc treated in time sequence. The 
topics are presented in unified chapters, showing the se
quence of related events.

Although exorcises and study guides stimulate pupils 
to further study, many of tho authors have not recognised 
this.fact. The textbook by Adams and Yannest contains 
very good aids. There are interesting notes concerning 
the government after the various articles of the Consi- 
tution. At the beginning of each unit, there is an 
introductory paragraph setting forth briefly and cogently 
the main ideas of the unit. At the beginning of each 
topic are stated the aims and objectives which the student



should have in the study of the topic. At the close of 
each topic there is a list of learning devices, including 
a bibliography, questions, activities, projects, problems, 
rap T/ork, floor talks. Although Adams and Tannest did not 
state clearly their objectives in the preface, in prac
tice they seem to satisfy reasonably v/ell the aims of 
-American history. ; ' " - '

Jesse and Merlin Ames and Thomas Staples give a few 
vfoll-oclocted references, but their study aids are too 
elementary for students of high school level.

Eugene Barker and Henry Comagcr made extensive use 
of contemporary paintings, etchings, cartoons, and pic
torial diagrams. Their text contains very good study 
aids; There is a summary at the beginning of each unit, 
and there is one at the end of each chapter. The text 
contains an outline for each chapter, as well as problems 
for oral and written discussion.

Charles and Mary Beard also have made use of illus
trations , and many activities and problems.

Loon Canfield and co-authors list guiding questions 
at the beginning of each chapter. * These place before the
student'the aims and objectives of the chapter. There

. ‘ . «

arc suggestions for class discussion and activities, but 
those ore not so extensive as those found in the texts by 
Charles and Mary Board and by James Adams and Charles
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VUIUIGSW . ' • ' :  .v,\ , v : -
Harry Carnan, William ICimol, and Liilel Walicer mko, 

use of many cartoons and maps • They give an extensive and 
good bibliography, as well as a list of questions and 
activities.

f \/axxe xiaxpa nuFJLOv/ gives sumcmFxes^ seju. uesus, 
and projects, Kr, Harlow's activities arc well selected 
and very extensive 5 he even gives a check list for mental 
review. It would be well for all teachers to acquaint 
themselves with his aids. There is an average of six 
pages of activities per unit..

E.0. Hughes makes use of review outlines, and gives 
review questions of the so-called "new" type. He intended 
them to help the pupil in making reviews for himself, or 
to be used by the teacher either as the basis for written 
tests or as suggestions for questions of the teacher's own 
.making.

Edna McGuire and Thomas Portwood, as well as Jesse 
and Merlin Amos and Thomas Staples, give numerous study 
aids but they are too elementary for students of high 
school level. The same criticism seems to apply to the 
study aids provided by Mabel Casnor and Ralph Gabriel, 
and by Ruth and Willis West.



David ZIuszey'a text contains numerous illustrations, 
tut there are no suggestions for outside activities. The 
set of questions at the end of each chapter is based cm 
the text, Ee does give a list of difficult terms, which 
is helpful for review.

William Yarbrough and Clarence Bruner state that they 
believe a superabundance of study helps may bewilder 
rather than aid the student; hence they include very few.

On the basis of this discussion of content and ob
jectives, the author scored each textbook and ranked them

6 .as shown in Table H I .

6. The scores may be found in the Appendix,
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TABLE" I H
TEXTBOOKS' RAÎ ICED ACCORDHIG TO COHTEIIT

Author Title
Beard & Beard The Making of American

Civilization i
Barker & Comager Our Nation 2
Muzzay A TT*1? -f*’ r rvf* n̂irr*XiXSwOIrj Ol Uul: UuLulvj,̂ / 3Adams & Vaimsst The Record of America 4Harlow Story of America 5.5Canfield, Wilder,

Person, Coulter, The United States in the
& Mead Hughes Making

The Making of Our 5.5
• ‘ . United States 8.5Zartrough, Bruner, A  History of the United
^^Haneox ^ States for High Schools

9*5Yarbrough & Bruner A History of the^United■■ • . . • . _ States by Unit Plan 9.5Amos, Ames, &
Staples Our XaCxncL Our !Poô )3»o H . 5Garian & Hamm The American 3%®rj 11.5Carman, Kimel, 
& Walker ,

Historic Currents in
Changing America 13.5McGuire & Portwood Tiie Rise of Our Free Nation A5.9Casnor & Gabriel The Story of American

West & West
Democracy

The Story of Our Country i!
• ■ " . . - ~ :
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' . ■■.'..Use -■ ■ ;  ̂ v ■ - ■  '■ > - /■:
By using this information concerning the authors, 

content , and mechanical construction, the author took v/hat 
seemed to be the four. texts' which ranlced tho highest to 
try out in her classes of American history at Clifton 
High School to determine whether the books were practical 
and usable. These tests were: Hussey, A History of Our
Country; Adams and Tannest. The Record of America; Beard - 
and Beard, The Kokina of American Civilization; and Barker 
and Ooinimger. Our Nation.

Samplings of reports, projects, problems, questions, 
and tests were used from each of the four textbooks. The 
other textbooks and workbooks served as supplementary 
references for reports and activities. ; i

The writer discovered that the text by Charles and 
Hary Beard was an excellent reference book as well as a 
textbook. These authors treated the growing problems of 
today, such as the Megro question, and even offered a 
few suggestions. The students found the text easy to 
read, and they seemed.to enjoy the topics for discussion 
and study. . vy-

Although Adams and Vannest gave the aims and objec
tives for each chapter, their book seemed too difficult for 
the pupil to read Y&th comprehension. Their narrative 
style did not have human interest. The exercises and



activities on essay and debate subjects, map work, and 
graph work, however, proved interesting and stimulating.

Probably the most interesting to the pupils, yet 
one of the most poorly organized texts was Yarbrough and 
Bruner's A Unit History of the United States. It proved 
to be the most popular for reports because there were 
many interesting stories scattered throughout the units.

fh® texts by David Muzzey, E.O. Hughes, William Hamm, 
and Leon Canfield and co-authors were valuable as a back
ground of information necessary to the study of history. 
Those books presented the patterns of cause and effect 
very well. In addition, they were good reference books for 
use in reports and organization outlines.

Our Nation by Barker and Cozamager contained a variety 
of activities from which the students enjoyed choosing 
for extra credit work. They also enjoyed the illustra
tions in this text.

Harlow's text with its lists of reviews of persons, 
places, events, and terms, its discussions and debate ques
tions* and its exercises in historical imagination brought 
about discussion which stimulated the students to further
study.

Although somo of the books did not rank high in 
publication, mechanical construction, and content because 
they were too elementary, the writer found that those
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texts wore very valuable for pupils of poor reading abil
ities. Our Land and Our People by Ames, Ams, and 
Staples, The Story of Our Country by Most and Most, The 
Riso of Our ffreo Nation by McGuire and Portv/ood, and The 
Story of American Democracy by Oasner and Gabriel were 
popular with about ten students of low reading abilities.

After considering the use value of these texts, the 
writer ranked them in the following, order:



TEXTBOOKS RA1
TABLE IF
J ACCORDING TO USE VALUE

Author Tltla

Harlow
Barker & Ooranagor 
Lfuazey
Adans & Vannest 
Yarbrough, Bruner 

& Honcoz
Canfield, Wilder, . 
Paxson, Coulter,

C a n E S ^ K ilu m v a . ,  

&

5 m

& Staples 
Conner & Gabriel

Civilization 1
Story of America 
Our Nation

2
3.5

A History of Our Country 3-5The Record of America 5.5
A History of the United 

States for High Schools 5.5
The United States in the

Making
Tho American People ?:l
Tke^MaltiLng of Our United

10
Historic Currents in 
.Changing America 10
I S K s w a s 10
The American Story 12

B;S
Our Land and Our People 15.5Tho Story of American 

Democracy 15.5

olassificat
Content, and Use Value, the average of these four ranks 
was taken as the final ranking for each text, as 
in Table V.
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FINAL EAHK OF TEXTBOOKS

Author
Final
Rank

Canfield

GavlonTlnrmn '
teplou
Hughes
McGuire
Yarbrough and

3.5 4 4 5.5 4.3
13 15.5 11.5 15.5 13.9r ■

6.5 :

I 5 iN j * 5 i l
15.5

f
13.5

11.5 i i - 5
6.5

/  1/ 1:1 u
8.5 15.5 8.5 10 10.5

13 11 13.5 13.5 12.8
2 3 3 3.5 2.9

13 13.5 9.5 10
. “ ■ . " - “ ■5

10.5 6.5 8.5 5.5 7.8
m w 11 16 ' 13.5 14



CHAPTER.BT ..

C O N C L U S I O N S  A N D  RECOTSiENDATIOITS

Tlio purpose of tills study was to analyze and evaluate 
all available textbooks in American history with respect 
to publication, mechanical construction, content, and use 
value. In making this study the writer found that the ' 
aims common in all of the textbooks were:
1, To develop a reasoned basis for patriotism.
2* To develop a ‘love of historical reading.
3. To develop intelligent citizenship.
4. To develop a scientific attitude. - - : \
5* To promote international understanding.
6. To learn the techniques of finding material.
7» T© broaden and extend interests*
8. To acquire a sense of time.

W h e n  the textbooks were analysed and compared, the 
outstanding features noted about the publication were:
1. All of the tests wore by well-known publishers.
2. Mine of the authors have the degree Doctor of Phil

osophy. .
3. Two of the writers had done much work in the field
■ \ .of theology* ' "' ' • - " ■ . .
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4# Two of the authors had taught in schools of foreign 
countries.

5. Thirteen of the authors were writers of textbooks.
6. Five of the authors had been connected with high

schools.

. The outstanding characteristics in regard to mechan
ical construction were:
1. Fifteen of the sixteen texts had well constructed

covers.
2. Thirteen texts wore a convenient size.
3. Fifteen toxts had wide margins.

4VJ..L U X  U l i u  V U J k U U  11U U  \ / U 1i .J .w S p u .V U U  u y p O i

6. Fourteen texts were on good quality, 
opaquo paper.

The outstanding features of content were:
1. The narrative style was used in all of the texts*
2* Thirteen texts contained statements of the purposes 

of tho author.

helped clarify the content material.
4« Ono text contained elaborate footnotes.
5. All of the toxts contained the Declaration of Inde

pendence and the Constitution of tho United States.
6. All of the texts contained study aids.
7. Throe texts had long paragraphs.
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8. All of tho texts had a systematic organization of
material on a large unit basis.

9. All of the texts had adequate tables of content.
V '■ " ' ’ ■ . ' •

The use values of the texts were:
1. Twelve texts wore useful as textbooks.
2. All of the torts could be used as reference books i
3. Four texts were too elementary to be used as textbooksin high school.

After this analysis of textbooks of American history, 
the writer believes that all teachers of history should 
acquaint themselves with many texts before they attempt to 
teach the subject.

The writer of this study would recommend also that a
- . - • • • -

textbook contain:
1. More teaching aids with a wide selection.
2. More illustrations and more color.
3. Longor paragraphs with vivid diction and fullness of

treatment.
4. More space on tho period since 1865, and loss on the

Colonial period.
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I. Publication
A; Title: The Record, of America 
Be Authors: laiiea Trualou Adams and diaries 

: Garrott Tannest
0, Publisher: Charles Scribner’s Sons,

- New YorkD. Date of copyright: 1942
E ‘, Grades.for which intended: 9-12r. Price: $2.20

. Total

3 
5

*4

lie Mechanical Construction
A. Size: 5 3/4" x 8 1/4”
B. Number of pages: 980
G. Binding: Durable black cloth with red 

and gold print
D. Cover: Modern and attractive, very

simple j; no designs
E. Paper: Average : “
P. Type: Clear and large .
G. I^argins: 1/2"

... ■ ■■ ‘ :.. : ..... . Total
Content • " . :.: ■ ' ■' ' ' : -
A. Purposes of author

1. Offers incentive to ezamine books

B, Style of

them to think of 
ving force af-

%  point, very poor; 2 points, 
4 points, good; 5 points.
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1« Tho narrative style is used
2. Makes a continued story by group

ing the important facts about 
one general topic 

0* Organisation: The material is presented %
in units and topics. This arrangement 
makes it possible to present an - 
idea in logical sequence.B. Treatment of material f . 5
1. The development of the country

socially, economically, cul
turally and politically.

2. The new-meaning of the frontier as-
affecting American government 
and character building.

3. The very important study of the Con
stitution,, the events surround
ing its adoption, and questions of 
interpretation during the past 
150 years.

4* The relative importance of wheat
.and,cotton as determining factors 
affecting not only, the Civil Y/ar,
.but also England’s action toward, the Confederacy during that period* ■ r 1 .

.... 5. The importance of the unbiased and
unprejudiced discussion of the 
Revolution, especially its counter
part in England at the same time.

6. The interpretation of the Puritan
migration to Hew England, as having 
economic as well as religious im
portance.

7* A now view of the Mstates rights^ 
argument as being not the exclu
sive .doctrine .of. the South, but 
rattier a doctrine advanced by 
nraotically all the states when 
self-interest conflicted with 

■ Federal pW lay* : -
8. Emphasis on the Monroe Doctrine as the 

cause of much of the distrust of 
the United States in Latin America*
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7?

Aide
U

to use
Table of contents: by units and topics 

v&th a-short description in 
form of each 

Biblj

material. 
4. Appendix:

a good int

elation c 
arc also

6. Illustrations; most of the pictures 
are in black and white, and well

a. At the beginning of each unit 
. is an introductory para
graph setting forth briefly
of the unit



>
o

b. At

should have in tho study of
At the close of each topic is 

a list of learning devices,

dates to identify.

to books whero material can 
be found.
Studios and Man,Tests by 

and Kenneth
Tests by R.S. 
and Kenneth R<

oa by James Adams
Total -ZX

• Grades to which host adapted: 11 or 12.
The vocabulary is too difficult for 
lower grades.

B. Adapted to objectives of American liistory
1. The content is well adapted to tho

aims of American history.
2. The touching helps are very good for

teaching skills necessary in tho 
study of history.

0. Value: valuable as a reference or
basic textbook Total

5

3



I. Publication
A. Title: __
B. Authorsi

and Thomas S. Staples
C. Publisher: Webster Publishing Co.,

San Francisco
D. Date of copyright: 3.942
B. Grades for which intended: 7-9
F. Price: §1.88 (subject to discount)

II. Mechanical Construction
A. Sine: 5 3/4" x 8 1/4”

• B. Number of pages: 704
C. Binding: Quito durable, of water-

proofed cloth
D. Covers: Very attractive covers of

brown; various designs trace the 
progress of civilization.

E. Type: Very clear and largo
F. Paper; Average, dull finish
G. Margins:,Adequate, 3/4"

Total

III* Oomtaot
A. Purposes of author

1, To make the content of such a
nature that students will under
stand what they are reading.

2. Meet the aims, and objectives of ,
American history.

B. Stylo of writing
1. Smooth, flowing narrative - '
2. Vocabulary simple

C. Organization
1* is the unit-chapt er-
2. Each unit S about one central
3. Chapters arc natural divisions of 

the units, and topics are 
logical phases of the material 
dealt with in the chapters.

Treatment of material
1. No material has been omitted which

texts*.
authors consider important and

l
3
17

4

3
3

Total
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typical arc emphasized, other 
items considered less important.are 
treated very /briefly. Matters 
which are uninteresting and diffi
cult to ,understand, such as inter
colonial disputes, political issues, 
and military campaigns, are 
treated only briefly,

' 2. The text is essentially a history of 
the common people,. They do not use 
history as a sounding board for 
building up intense and unreasoning 
patriotism; they do not think edu
cation is well served by suppressing 
those incidents which are not to our 

. nation^ credit and treating only 
those which are,

1* Treatment of topics in proportion to
importance 3
1* The formation and establishment of 

government in the U.S., 1776-1823,
2* Sectionoliara, 93 pages.
3* Industrialisation of America with its 

changes' and problems, 132 pages •
4. Current problems in the U.S., 70 

pages. : - ' " ' "':
F. Aids in use - . 3

I* Index: 9 pages.
2. Table of contents: By unit and

chapter heads, with list of maps 
and illustrations with page 
references. - . ;

3 ► Bibliography: A few well-selected 
references at the end of each •
OUUjJOUi*
depcndcnc

tion of In

in the content

asset in making illustrations 
of value in the learning

Illustrations are 
to frequently in the



textual matter. Color has 
hoen avoided, The authors 
feel artists’ drawings are 
frequently inaccurate and 

; misleading,
b. Maps are simple, granhic and 

each one teaches just one 
set of facts. Color is used 
effectively in those maps 
which show shapes and masses, 
but has been omitted from 
those which show only 
routes and positions.

7 " - TGa!hEachhm i t  is introduced by a 
preview and closes with a 

: comprehensive review.
b. Each chapter is introduced

with a preview, and fol
lowed by question, things 
to talk about, projects and 
activities, and books to

c. In addition each topic within
the chapter is follmed by 
a few stimulating, loading 
questions.

. : ; \ _ . Total
UseA.

B.

0.

Grades to which best adapted: 8 or 9.
The vocabulary and sentence struc
ture are too simple for students 
above average in upper grades of 
high sohool, . -

Adapted to objectives of American his
tory: The text meets the aims very 
well.

Value: A basic text or reference book.
The material on the colonial period 
is excellent for reports, since most 
upper division books make this period 
too difficult for some pupils.
' ' • . ■■ : Total

3

2
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I» Publication
A. Title: Our Nation
B. AuthorsT Uus'cne d.

Stool©.Connagor
C. Publisher: Rott, Peterson and Co..

Evanston, Illinois
D. Date of copyright: 1942
E. Grades for which intended: 11-12 
P. Price: §2.64 (discounts given)

3 
5
4

i
II. Mechanical Construction

A. Size: 6 1/4” x 9 1/4"; text too large
to be convenient. .

B. Number of pages: 1,003
0. Binding: Cloth binding of blue with red 

designs and printing; binding not 
durable for such a large book.

D. Covers: Attractive appearance; head of
an eagle is done in red.

E. Paper: Good
P • Type: Clear and large; adequate para

graph and.chapter heads. ’G. Margins: 1” III.

2

4

3

III. Content - ^
A. Purposes of author . 4

1. Give pupils a broad and deep
understanding of our country.

2. To help students comprehend the
significance of historical ex
perience, and to make history 
a living force in their everyday 
life. - . ; ■ -

3. Create now interest in source
material on the part of the stu- • 
dent, leading him to read more 
widely outside the text. -B. Style of writing : 4

1. Clear and interesting narrative#
2. Simplicity of presentation and ease

of reading.3. 100 interesting excerpts from source
material are interspersed through
out the text v/lieye they supplement 
the narrative.



5« Units arc short, and book organised 
into units of convenient size.

0, Organization 
1. Units up through IS76 are clirono- 

units after tlmt are

2«

Treatment of material 
1* tivo rather 

major historical 
, are presented in 

* organized form, 
of interpretative treatment 

"  of

Automobile influenced social 
life of the country, p,

Farmers were at a great
vantage in our economic system,
Ltics^demanded a more; dc

Faith in education has
aoteristio of Americans, p. 813 

il, economic, and 
cultural rather than political . 

Treatment of topics in proportion to their 
importance
1. Format ic

in the u,o., -u, t w-u.ua.y,
on democratic features
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3. Industrialization of America with

4» Current problems in the U.S.,
150F* Aids in use

1. Indes: Adequate, 30 pages 
2* Table of contents: By unit and

chapter headings, list of quota
tions from original sources, 
list of maps with page refer
ence, and a general book list,

3. Bibliography: Selected bibliogra
phies and annotated fiction in 
contents and at end of chapters,

4* Appendix: Declaration of Indepen
dence, Constitution of U.S., table 

• ©T presidents and vice-presi
dents , and table of information ... .about.:.th© states, ' ,

3. Footnotes: A few references to 
documents and books.

6. Illustrations
a. Extensive use made of contem-

• cartoons, photographs, and’ 
pictorial diagrams; 293 
illustrations,

b. All illustrative material is 
closely fitted to text, and 
student’s interpretation is 
aided ,by teaching legends.

- c. All illustrations and maps are 
well indexed; each map is 
clear and deals with only one 
idea; each is troll, shaded.

7, Teaching helps
a. General book list - bibliography

and fiction at beginning of 
each unit,

b. Summary at beginning of each
' unit and at end of each chap-
: ter. '

c. Outline of each chapter.
d. Problems for oral and written 

discussion at tho end of 
each chapter.
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e. Activities for investigation, 
took list, at end of each

Total 35
If. Use • ,

A. Grades for which best adapted: 11 or 12
B. Adapted to objectives of American

history: Well adapted to them.
C. Value: There are excellent activities

for developing skills necessary in 
the study of history; a basic text 
or reference book.

5

t

I. publication
A. Title:
B, A. Beard and Mary R.
0. Publisher: w . , «uvv j-v
D. Grades for which intended: 9-12
E. Copyright: 1940
F. Price: #2.20, • ' :

Total j
H .  Mechanical Construction *

A. Size: 6" z 8 1/2"
B. Number of pages: 990
C. Binding: Durable cloth
D. .Covers: Very attractive, of blue with

red and silver print 
• E. Paper: Good

F. Type: Clear with appropriate chapter,
section, and paragraph heads

G. Margins: 3/4". . . ■: . ■■ . Total
HI. Content

A. Purposes of author
1. Creating a thoughtful citizenship.
2. Creating and stimulating in pupils

habits of analysis, reflection, 
comparison and generalization.

5
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2e Difficult words are defined in con
test; i.e., pp, 5» 21, 23, 31, 40,

3. References to pages where important 
facts arc found; i.e., pp, 562,

4. Helpful t;
need by bold-face 

, subdivisions indicated by 
italo; study helps'at 
pter are clearly indi-

C» Organization

D, Treatment of material
Is Stresses political, cultural, and -

aspects of our national
standing of problems of

of cause and effect, thus ericouf-
2. P-

a. Domestic politics, 179 pages 
b* Foreign relations, 113 pages

3, Industrial
a. Business enterprise, 76 pages
b. labor organizations, 34 pages' o. Population and immigration,

18 pages •
4. Cultural

a. Education, 34 pages
b, Newspapers, magazines* 31 pages
0. Literature, 73 pages ■
d» Art, 50 pages
e. Science, 22 pages •- '
f. Religion, 33;pages .

5# Text employs excerpts from writings 
and speeches of national leaders;
1. e., pp. 79, 104. ; :



a?

their importance
I: S i S T T  •«

6. Railroads m d  public utilities, 19
k  Court, %
9, Social planning, 55 

T. Aids in use •
1. Index: Adequate, 25 pages.
2. Table of contents: There is a com

plete chapter analysis of the
units, as well as a list

3. Bibliography:
research topics, and historical 
fiction.

4. Appendix: Contains Constitution of
the U.S., table of presidents and

5. Footnotes: Hone, information is in
the content.

6. Illustrations: Modern and well: pro
duced; there are 260 black-white 
pictures, 26 maps, and 4 color 
plates. Illustrations are well 
correlated with text. -

7. Teaching helps, 60 pages
a. "Aids to Topical Study"
e. "Research Topics," with page

references to important books
d. References for additional
e. Analytical table of contents and

index.
f. Activities notebook accompanies

the text;

h . u®s . . : .
A. Grades to which best adapted: 11 or 12

Total 27

5
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B*

0*

5

if

I* Publication 
■ ■■Am Title:B. Authors. A., w v u u u . A 1 U W L U . - U  -,D.V7ilder, Frederic L. Faxson, EllisH. Coulter, ITolson P. Head '
C. Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Co.,
D. Date of copyright: 1944
2. Grades for which intended: 11 
F» Price:

4
3

4
3
4

II. Mechanical Construction
A. Size: Convenient, 5 3/4" z 81/4" 4
B. Hunber of pages: 931 ' 4
C. Binding: Cloth, not very durable 3
D. Covers: Modern and attractivo with 3

designs of a ship and plane in gold.
Book is salmon color, which will show 

. soil v •
B. Paper: Slick, but not too glazed; poor 3

quality
P. Typo: Clear and large, with appropriate 3 

paragraph and chapter heads 
G. Margins: Adequate; material well placed 3

* Total 'TS III.
III. Content " " V  ' " ;

A. Purposes of authors 4
1. Give pupil as complete an under- '

standing as possible of problems 
which liave confronted and still 
face our country, thus contribute 
to his training as a future voter.

2. Offer ways and means of deepening
and broadening pupil’s grasp of 
history.
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B, Style of writing .. 4
1® Clear and simple.
2® All; new terns and words peculiar 

to social sciences oro explained 
as they are introduced.

3. Crisp biographical sketches, with 
portraits; add human interest 
and unusual appeal®

4® Complete analytical and pronouncing 
index of 27 pages is of value in 
locating information about topics 
assigned for special study,

C# Organization 4
1. Based: on replies to a questionnaire

sent by authors to teachers of 
history* Book consists of two 
parts, each containing four units.
An overview, precedes each unit 
and helps pupil grasp the out
standing points easily*

2. Part I carries the story through the
Civil War and Reconstruction.
Units are arranged in chronological 
sequence with a special unit on 
economic, social, and cultural as
pects of American life.

3. Part II organised, topically. . A pre
view orients the pupil chronolog
ically before ho takes up topical 
units .which treat economic- life, ' 
social conditions, and foreign 
relations from Reconstruction period 
to present time. Unit VIII treats 
political events, gives chronolog
ical summary of period from -1865 to 

' present,. >, :■ : .. - : V  . .. • ■ . ' - : -D. Treatwnt of material ' 4
1* Ecqjhasis placed on the social, indus

trial, cultural, and political move
ments.

2. Practices and functions of Federal 
government are given careful ex- 
planation..

3* Emphasis placed upon human interest 
and understanding.



E. Treatment of topics in proportion to 
their 
1#

the Civil Vfar

4» Current problems in the TT.S,, 
203 pages.

'# Aids in use
' 1.......................

2. Table
A list of naps 

, with page references is given,
3, Bibliography: Comprehensive bib

liographies at end of each chapter 
tend to encourage students of~ 
varying Interests and abilities to supplement their text
biography, imaginative literature,

jpendence. Constitution of the 
table of - presidents and vice-

5, Footnotes: Helpful and valuable. .
6. Teaching helps .

a, list of guiding questions at 
beginning of each chapter. 
These place before student 
the aims and objectives of 
chapter, and stimulate natural 
curiosity in the answer to a 
problem and therefore make the 
- reading purposeful. By turn- 
; ing to them again after com

pleting tho subject matter.
mastery of the essential
'..points*- :



b. Suggestions for class discus
sion are designed to stimulate 
exchange of opinion. Pupil 
. activities are suggested 
either for consideration by 
all members of class or for 
enrichment cf those who have

.. M a c y s s r —uy uti._ _ and index willprove most helpful, too ^ ^ ^ ^

17. Use
A. Grades to which best adapted: 11 or 12
B. Adapted to objectives of Americanhistory: lYell adapted 
0; 7aluo: A basic text or reference book.

The suggestions for pupil activity 
could be used with any other textbook 

- • in American history.
Total

!• Publication 
A. Title:

Carman, William G. 
2l G. Walker *

C; Publisher: John C. Winston Co.,

II.

43

Total
Mechanical Construction
5: B & U t o  «C. Binding: Tan cloth with blue design

and prini^ not too durable for such a
-D. Covers: Simple and attractive 
E. Paper: Average 

• P. Typo: Clear and large 
G. Margins: 1« V

. Total

3
3 ;

4
1

2
5

j
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m .

4. To

C«
oous attention on 

ourrents from the past v:hic 
fluenee present course of stream 
of American life.
with various historic developments

D.

IVCltU. XJiUXUU.UXilJi UX-XCJ-X̂  the
relationships between units and 
parts of units.

Treatment of material
1. Units subdivided into chapters, each 

of which deals with
inter-

with background of 
Old World at time of first American 
. exploration, and ends with the 
U.S. in 1942.

3* Civics and history are.correlated.
E* Treatment of topics in proportion to their 3

gov-
in the U.S

Sectionalism with a treatment 
the sectional issues, 76 

Industrialization of America with 
its

4. Current problems in. the U.S. such 
as labor, farm, international 
problems, 199 pages.
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fm Aids in use
2, Table of contents:

analysis of various units,
. well as list of - m p s  vd.th page
Bibliography: At end of each chapter 

is a list of cooperative series 
valuable for high school students,

-
studies, fiction, read

is in-

Cartoons and caricatures in 
which contemporary attitudes 
toward events are graphically 

i; their selection Is 
on their value in per» 

tmying different contemporary 
points of view; 320

6 m T
are extensive and varied,
panics 

roblems
follow each chapter, 

of each unit.
tution of the U.S.

Total
IT. Use . . ; ^

. A, Grades to which best adapted: 11-12 
. B, Adapted to objectives of American 

history: Well adapted
C. Value: A basic text or reference book

Total

3
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I* Publication
A.
B.
Ge Publisher: Earcourt, Brace and Go.,

Hew York ■
B e Date of copyright: 19A3 
E, G-radoa for which intended: 7-9 
Ee Prico: $1.56, school price

. Total
n.e Mechanical Construction

A. Size: 6 1/2" z 91/2"
B. Humber of pages: 632
G. Binding: V/inc cloth with creme design 

and print
D. Covers: Neat and attractive
E. Paper: Fair
F. Type: Large; double columns on each page 
a. Margins: 3/4"

- ' v ' ' -; :V-; -: ■ - - ■ _ ' Total
H I .  'Content r 'c :

A. Purposes of author . '
1. Attempt to bring an understanding

of the struggle of those who have 
gone, before us to plant democracy 
in the forest and to carry it 
across the continent.

2. To tell the story of the neople in
terms of American democracy by 
talcing the widest possible view.

3. To enable students of today to see
* their country in a changing world

setting.
4. To make it possible for pupils to

relive history, to assist them to 
1 respond emotionally to the exper

iences of our national post, to 
help them assimilate the big 
ideas, to moot different interests 

. and tastes.
B. Stylo of writing

1. Vocabulary and sentence structure
are simple.

2. No concept or generalization has been

1
i §

3

3

specific examples or explanations 
to make the concept clear.

W
W
W
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4« Narrative stylo is organized into
0. Organization

m
lar,

1. Now and erfconsive seations on science, 
literature, music, art, and the
psrosd*-'. -; - :: . : :

to present the very stuff of
iphical

4. History of both Americas has been woven
5. TJ.S. is part of a larger world, and the 

student is given a glimpse.of the new 
problems of the age which lies ahead.

the Civil War.

in the U.S.,
Aids in use

1, Index: Large number of references
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4» Appendix: Declaration of Independence 
and Constitution of the TJ.S,

a. Statistical data presented in

concepts clear and frequently
&. 53 maps 7« Teaching helps
a. Introductory statements relate

unit to preceding ones; also 
place pupil in a problem-

b. A

activities closes each unit,

e» Biographies
a for writing

vivid
pter ends with a series . 

of questions which stress 
understanding rather than merely

g. All topics are numbered for easy

Total 17
Use

A* Grades to which best adapted: 8 or 9
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I. Publication
A. ^itlc^Tho^American^Story 3

3

i: S lB E a ^ lS : 0̂F. Prico: #2.10
Total

II. MeoMnioal Construction
A :  & c r ^ ’6t 1/ 2 " 2  9 1 / 2 "
C. Binding: Cloth, not very durable
”• “?s,i £ K a is . s Esigns as v/ell as one of a
E. Paper: Poor grade, v/rInkles easily
F. Type: Clear, with large and arresting

are in italics 
G. Margins: Adequate

III. Content
A#

1 *  v a v a ju u j j  j jx - j .u a  jjx  u u u  u v u u u s - / *
2. Inspire student to cherish American 

ideals of equal opportunity,
B. Stylo jU3tl0° f°r a11'

1. Narrative style used. Authors liaye

i

3

2, '*

W
W
M
W
 

Ci
V)̂

-V
)4
>



partly topical,
D. Treatment of material

1« Emphasis placed upon the social,
political, and economic phases of 
American history.

2. Emphasis placed upon human interest
■ - and

Treatment of topics 
importance

mprt on

4

thirds■ ■ ■ ■ to _more than one-fourth of total 
is given to story of the U.5-. In 

‘ /world affairs.
Aids in use 
' le2. Table

while

ich unit has a bibli- 
Titles are those which 

school teachers generally 
have found most usable for collat
eral reading. Titles suitable 
for the slower readers arc desig
nated. Textbooks and books too



difficult for high school pupils 
. vror© excluded.

4. Appendix: The Constitution has "been
annotated; the Declaration of Inde
pendence is also included,

5. Footnotes: Hone, material in content.
6. Illustrations

a. Pictures have been selected for
Interest and educational value.

b. Contemporary pictures have been

^ ^ o .̂ liapŝ  and diagrams are s imule.
a. At the end of every chapter there

are names to identify, words to 
explain or define, questions to 
help develop full understanding 
of the text.

b. There is a list of subjects for
oral or written reports. These 
are intended for tho abler stu
dents, and will enable then to 
supplement and enrich the text.

c. At end of every unit,practicable
- .group activities are suggested.

d. .Bibliography contains references
to aid all levels of ability,

e. Additional teaching helps and
suggestions, including lists 
of source materials and catalogs 
of visual aids, will be.found 

. in teachers * mamml. ___

• Grades to which best adapted: 11 or 12 
. Adapted to objectives of American 

history: The authors have stressed 
pride in the development of the country 
and American ideals throughout the text.

0. Value: Reference book

used wherever possible; exact 
source and date of most of the 
pictures are given. •

Total *25T

Total

1 7 2 4 7 5

w
w



I. Publication
A. Title: Tiie^Anorican^Peonle
C» Publisher: D.O. Keath anl Co.
D. Date of copyright: 1942
E. Grades for which intended: 9-12

H .

F« Price: Net prico
Total

Mechanical Construction
A. Size: Convenient •
B. Number of pages: 1,166 .
0. Binding: Cloth, not too durable
D. Covers: Stiff; modern and attractive 

covers of brown; patriotic picture 
appears on front

Eb Paper: Slick, but not too glazed
F. Type: Clear and large, with arresting

and appropriate chapter, section, and 
paragraph heads

G. Margins: Adequate, lw
• Total

III. Content
1» To offer a teachable presentation 

of the social, economic, and 
political development in. the U.S.-

2. To lead students to understand the 
ideals, traditions, and institu
tions which have shaped the his
tory of the nation,

3* To stimulate pupils to think honest
ly about problem of modern 
American life. :

B. Style of writing
1. Narrative style is clear, direct,

and forceful; structure of sen
tences and paragraphs is simple

2. concroto, 
made in stimulating style. Reading 
difficulty is suitable for average 
and superior eleventh grade 
pupils.

Thought concepts and vocabulary are 
simple, yet appropriate for older 
students.

3.
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4.
are placed in a 
c study.and considera

tion at end of chapter.
5* Chapters are short and concise, book

units of convenient size.
0. Organization 4

1. Book follows a topical arrangement
which is chronological through 
period of Oivil Mar and Reconstruc
tion. From that period to present, 

m the book is purely topical.
2. There are seven units, -

3

tory, upon the more recent past, 
and upon the connection between 
past events and present problems.

2. Civics and government are correlated 
with history, building an inter-
three,

3 -
4. Attention given to regional history -

and problems. •
5. Details of wars are minimised* Small

space given to actual battles of 
Revolution as compared to significant 
causes and results,

6. The practices and functions of Federal
government are given careful ex
planation.

E. Treatment of topics in proportion to 3
their importanoo •
1. Formation-and establishment of govern

ment in the B.S., 1776-1823* with 
emphasis on democratic features of

2. S . 8 S E 3 3 M 2  ^ a t n e n t  of ooc-
tional • issued - slavery, tariff, 
banking, internal improvements; the 
Civil War and Reconstruction, 103

3. Industrialization of America with its
changes and problems, 353 pages.
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4. Current problems in the U.S. such 
as labor, farm, international 
problems, 410 pages.

Fe- Aids in use -
1.

int,
le

a list
with page references.

Bibliography; Solectod bibliographies
u

States W* UU.U W,W*, JJ V~lk» 4.V.14.13 VJ.
the U.S,, Declaration of Independ
ence, Constitution of the U.S., 
sessions of Congress, and informa
tion on citizenship and naturalisa
tion, . . '

Footnotes: Hone, the Information is 
In the content*

Illustrations-
a* Modern and well produced. The 

‘ 107 illustrations in themselves
are a pictorial history of the U.S. Dravm especially for the 
book by David and Lolita 
Granahan, mural artists; these 
pictures interpret vividly the 
outstanding events and trends. 

b„ Correlated with text and labeled 
with stimulating captions.

’ c. Simple and meaningful charts 
and graphs.

7. Teaching helps • • .
a. Two groups of questions given at 

end of each chapter for under
standing of toxtT for average 
students; for further study 
and discussion for superior 
students who expect to go to 
college, based on questions 
from College Entrance Examina
tion Board on the Mew York 
Regents'* Examination. Both 
lists of questions include 
suggestions for outside activ
ities.



.ven at end of each chapter
c. An activities notebook accom

ics the text. The ques
tions follOY/ the line of the

IT. Use
A. Grades to which boot adapted: 11 or 12 
B« Adapted to objectives of American

history: Meets the objectives quite
Ge Taluo: Textbook, or supplementary book.

' I. Publication
A. Titlo: Story of /imorica 3
B. Author: halph Voiney Harlow 4
C. Publisher:'Henry Holt and Go., i

San Francisco
D. Date of copyright: 1941 3
E. Grades for which intended: 9-12 4
F. Price: §1.86, school price 3Total in:

II. Mechanical Construction
A. Size: 6 1/2" z 9 l/2»
B. Humber of pages: 856
C. Binding: Tory good cloth of blue with

red and white design and print; ex
cellent binding.

D* Covers: Modern and attractive, of blue 
with patriotic designs

E. Paper: Good
F. Type: Clear with double columns
G. Margins: 3/4"

Total
H I .  Content

A. Purposes of author
I. To acquaint pupils with problems, 

achievements, and developments of 
his own country.

2



"*
.

B. St;

f!

•yle of writing 
lo Journalistic, :
2. Direct, simple, sinexvy
3. Narratives contain hum
1. Each of the eight units, equal in 

length, deals with a major phase 
of the nation’s growth; the first 
four are Chronological, and the

weeks1 work; each contains four 
chapters designed for one week's 
work. Each chapter contains four" 
sections, and each section is a 
day's work,

D* Treatment of material
1, Military affairs kept within narrow

3. Frequent word pictures are made of
historical characters and events;

. i.e#* "Lincoln, the man," p. 362.
4. Emphasis more on social and economic

history than on political.
5. Modern problems are shown in their

beginnings and their developments;
J - . U .  , A l t t U  J.UU.U.J^ 4.X.UU v v  A U U ,
pp. 772-774.6. Highly simplified examples illustrate obscure abstractions; i.e., the 
gold standard, p. 708,

E. Treatment of topics in proportion to 
their importance
1. 58 of the 124 sections treat of the

economic, social, and cultural de
velopment of the nation's growth.

2. Less than 9 sections deal with 
military events. '

3# Half of text is given to period since 
the Civil War.



F # Aids in use
:

A  list of Baps vfith 
is '

5. Footnotes: A fei7, certainly not

b.

7, Teaching helps

ctures and their legends 
sh a fairly complete

of the U.S.■

b,c,

of aetivities per
unit#

Summaries, self tests, projects. 
Bibliographiesincluding

historical fiction - with page 
and check lists.

Use
A#
B. Adapted to

11 or

Value: Good
book*



I. Publication 
A* Titles
B. Author:
C. Publisher:

San Francisco
D. Date of copyright: 1943
B. Grades for vjhich intended: 9-10 
F. Price: List, §2,00; Hot, §1.60;

t

Ezchangc §1.50
Total 20

II. Mechanical Construction 
• A. Size: 5 3/4" z d 3/4"

B. Number of pages: 664 .C. Binding: Blue cloth v/ith creme and blue
designs and letters

D. Covers: Attractive, inviting appearance
E. Paper: Good

. F. Typo: Clear ^
. G. Margins: 1" ' -■ -  - ; ■■■■ -

: : : Total

1

III. Content
A - aevotion to

• country. ;
2. Hope readers will be helped to dis

cover more clearly the path wo 
must follow in the future.

B. Stylo of writing
1. Various topics treated as tiiseon-

. nccted narratives, which combine 
to make a unified story.

2. Various cross references appear at
suitable points to enable those 

-who prefer to follow a more 
nearly chronological order to turn 
readily to such portions of the

3. No^ oM  Z g g i S S S & v  pro.
nuhciatlqns of foreign v/ords appear 
in main body of terb.

4$ Thought questions placed at appro
priate points to suggest applica
tion of history facts to the think
ing of the pupil and- to his 
everyday life.

4

3



in-

th#
)il to

,the study 
when ho has

D,
industrial phases of American

2. Not a history merely of politics and 
wars, though, hsoauso it is fairly 
easy to trace such phases of our 

developmont connectedly, the 
topics that deal with them appear 
early in the story. '

E. Treatment of topics in proportion to
thoir importance
1. Formation and establishment of gov

ernment in the XT.S., 201 pages. •
2. Sectionalism vfith a treatment of

the sectional issues, 115 pages.
3. Industrialisation of America with

its changes and problems, 104 
pages. 1

4» Current problems in the U.S., 1 
„ , 155 pagea. •F. Aids in use . ’

1. Index; IS pages. ..
2. Table of contents: By topics, ap

pendices, maps, and color plates 
vjith page references.

3. Bibliography: Everyday reference
readings are given for young 
readers, high school tests, • 
college study and general reading,
. and further supplementary readings.
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iQ
A T e n a S i e ! e g S M

by Period"; and a general rofer~
:5m Footnotes: Y,'ell chosen, not
5. i i & a L

a. ITunorous m p s  and colored
plates.

b. 35 of these illustrations.
7. Teaching helps

a. Special topics for reference
reading suggested from-time • 
to time, with specific 
references collected, in ap- 
pendiz to avoid unnecessary 
interruption of thread of 
story.

b. Two review outlines of different
ovS'astorym y sh0oFdC^lmS S°d

c- ^ ^ ^ ° ^ : tionDD£tcT 
de

live tests.
Total ‘ZZ

IF. Use
A. Grades to which host adapted: 9-10
B. Adapted to objectives: Well adapted

to objectives
C. Value: Textbook

history
or reference book

Total

i

I. Publication
A. Title:_
B. Authors:

Portv/ood
e Publisher: The Pacnillan Co., New York 
« Copyright date: 19Zi2 
. Grades for which intended: 7-8 
* Price: #1.83, subject to discount 3

Total 17



A. Size: 61/4" x 9 1/2"

D.

G.

The binding is
not too durable for such a large book 

Covers: Modern and attractive, inviting

Type: Clear and

III* Content
Ac Purposes of author

1* Present a broad sweep of history, yet

Be
thrilling incidents live again* 

2* Correlate history and geography. 
Style of writing .

1. Written as a novel of
2. Material presented in
3. Language simple; new words are ez-

C. Organization
by a preview v/hich presents the 
key thoughts of the division*

2* Each section in a division also be
gins with an introduction which ; 
brings to the pupil's mind the 
problems discussed in the section, 

3* Each section concludes with study 
helps and each division with a 
thread of continuity,

D. Treatment of material
1. Emphasis is placed on geography.
2. Much space given to -meaning and value

Past events related to present 
.problems.

Treatment of topics in proportion to their 
importance
1. Political history, 329-pages or 535̂  

of book.
2* Military history, 105 pages or 15%,



3.4.
5. To the period s
6, To period since

with the

7ar I.

divisions 
A list

Declaration of a~uu.ujyujj.u.uiiw 9 
annotated Constitution of the U.S., 
presidents of the U.S., and states 
of the union; also a directory of 
film producer® and distributors*

5s Footnotes: Hone. 
o* Illustrations

a. 7 color

of people we 
words we should know.

h. Questions for discussion, review, 
and tests. The program con
cerns the testing of skills: 
reading, making a chart, find
ing Information, ability to 
study documents, finding 
facts, understanding cartoons, 
making comparisons, reasoning, 
using reference hooks, making 
picture graphs', reviewing, 
outlining.

c. Hap studies Involving the loca
tion of important places, 
tracing routes, roads, trails; 
measuring distances by scale; 
drawing boundaries; giving map 
talks; making Industrial maps; 
product maps, population maps,

• export maps. . ...



e. Bibliographies and lists of
Total 15

IF. Use
A. Grades to which best adapted:

or 10
B. Adapted to objectives of American

history: Well adapted to the aims 
and objectives; the activities are 
very good for testing skills.

C. Value: Reference book
Total

1
3

I*.. Publication
A. Title:
,B. Author:

i 9-12P. Price: #2.12, subject to discount
Total

II. Mechanical Construction -
A. Size: 5 1/2M x 8» -

Number of pages: 957 
Binding: Cloth with brovm and gold 

lettering and design; durable. 
Copies taken care 

Covers: Modern and attractive 
E. Paper: Good for v/ar conditions 
P« Typo: Medium and very clear 
G. Margins: 3/4"

C.

D.

Total
H I .  Content .

A. Purposes of author 5
1. To furnish information for
2.3. To relate the events as a unit or 

topic of study to show how events 
have grown out of roots of the
past.
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4. To Increase patriotism ty inspiring 
the desire and determination in 
each pupil to do his part.

B* Style of v/riting 5
1. Vivid, with groat clarity and

simplicity*
2. How terms are placed in a list for

further study.
3. Book is organized into teaching

units of convenient size.
4* narrative style is clear and force

ful; sentence structures simple 
enough for high school students.

C. Organization - • 4
1* Mine units in chronological arrange

ment create proper perspective.- 
A stimulating preview tics each 
unit to the present.

2. Final four units give thorough treat
ment of recent times.

3. A topical analysis permits study in
terms of great movements: see 

■ ' PP- 885-386.,D. Treatment of material 5
1. Civics and government are correlated

with history, building an inter
dependent relationship among the 
three. .

2. Last four units are devoted to the
twentieth century, the final one 
including an up-to-date discussion 
of the 1930*s. Here, as elsewhere 
in the book, the author*s unfail
ing impartiality and fairness in 
treating controverted issues are 
conspicuous.

3. Attention is given to regional
history and problems.

E. treatment of topics in proportion to 4
their importance
1. Formation and establishment of gov

ernment. In the U.S., 1776-1823, 
with emphasis on democratic 
features of government, 288 pages.

2. Sectionalism with a treatment of the
. sectional issues - slavery, tariff, 

banking, and internal improvements; 
the Civil T/ar and Reconstruction,
220 pages.



gages. ■ \ ■ ’
4« Current problems in the U.S. such- 

as labor, farm, international 
*: ' „'• . problems, 326 pages. . r» Aids in use ;

1« Index; Adequate, 30 pasos.
2. Table of contents; A complete

chapter analysis of tho various 
units, as well as a list of tho 

. colored maps.
3. Bibliography: Selected bibliographies

and annotated fiction as well as 
topics for reports.

4. Appendix: Contains the Declaration
of Independence, Constitution; a 
chart,of the states, territories 
and dependencies of the U.S.; 
presidents of the U.S, with inter
esting facts about each man; ohlef 
justices Of the U.S. Supreme Court, 
and present members of the Court.

5. Footnotes: The material in the notes
is not only interesting, but adds 
a great deal to each unit; the 
material is well;inserted.

6. Illustration*

' 3 '

&# ,, cartoon, and photo
graph adds to the unit and makes 
the work more understandable*
26 full-page pictures, the 
work of well-known artists who 

in historical sub
plus abundant 

part-page illustrations» add
powor of the text,

b. Maps are by lithography; their 
design, lettering, and color 
were supervised by Charles 
R. Capon. In beauty, clarity, 
and effectiveness, they set a 
now standard. The maps in 
black and white are abundant 
and effective; there are also 
5 colored maps.
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7. Teaching helps
a. A group of questions follows

each chapter; thoro are no 
lists for outside activities 
in the book itself.

b. Selected bibliographies and 
■ annotated fiction lists

are given at tho end of 
each chapter.

o. A list of term to be mastered
a

follows each chapter.
wide variety 
wtivitles, and a helpful 

>f objective tests 
the text.

17. ITso . -
A. Grades to which best adapted: 11-12 
B« Adapted to objectives of American 

• history: The text meets the objectives
very well; however, there could be 
additional helps such as activities 
;and^projects to aid in Improving

0. Value: As a basic text or

l

Total

I. Publication
A. Title; A

: te
B. Authors:

and Clarenoo Vernon Bruner
0. Publisher: Laidlaw Bros., Chicago 
D, Date of copyright: 1941 
25. Grades for which intended: 9-12
F. Price: #2.20, subject to discount

2
3

j2

II. %#Mmical Construction
A. Sise: 6” x 9”
B. Humber of pages: 758
C* Binding: Cloth, very poor, of black 

and gold •
D. Covers: Modem, very plain.
E. Paper: Good MI

C
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F. Typo: Clear 
G» Margins: • Adequate

UX« Content ■■ - ■ • -
A. Purposes-of author 5

1. To toaeh high school pupils to
think for themselves and to form 
their ovm opinions.

2. To help pupils better adapt them
selves to change in a world T/hich 
is changing socially, politically, 
oconoaically, and roligiously, .

3. To develop an attitude of optimism
toward the future, and to lessen 
any pessimism pupils nay have , 
relative to existing conditions.

To develop in pupils an intelligent 
attitude toward the political life 
of the country, and an understand
ing of the workings of the govern*

- nent under whloh they live,
5. To develop In pupils a sane attitude 

toward war by studying the causes
- and their relation to fear, super

stition, and ignorance, and by 
analyzing war propaganda,

6* To develop a spirit of tolerance 
which will bring about better 
relations among peoples every
where,

B, Style of writing 4
v 1, Narrative;, many human interest facts

and enlightening materials drawn 
largely from contemporary accounts, 
most of whloh may not bo found in 
the average high school library 
or texts. They aro expected to 
stimulate a desire to read more 
widely and to give the student 
better preparation for the methods 
of college instructors,

G. Organization 3
1, Unit plan,

D, Treatment of material 3
1. Modern and progressive ideas; many

anecdotes and human interest facts,
2, Believes•a superabundance of study

helps tends to bewilder rather 
than aid the student.



3#

leads to-the
t:

Treatment of topics in proportion to 
their importance
1. Peopling of America, 95 
2* Pioneering in democracy,
3. Foreign relations, 1$0*
4. The slavery question and the war 

between the states, 108,
Our economic development, 110,
Our social and cultural develop
ment, 112 pages,

'* Aids in use •
1* Index: Adequate, 22 pages of very 

small print,
2. Table of contents: By unit and

chapter headings, along with a 
list of maps.

4 . Ap;
of ability, 

tix: Declaration 
stitution of the U,S«

5» Footnotes: None, all material 
contents but there are many 

- . references to documents, newspapers, 
: - etc*;, . ■ ;;

6m Illustrations
a. Few pictures. "They are not 

- important in instructional 
value. There must be a 

V . limit to tho size of the
Total

a. Study exercises arc confined 
to questions, activities, 
and identification exer
cises,

b* Suggested readings,
c. Supplementary readings in

clude books adapted to the 
level of average student#



d« Advanced references are for 
teachers and those students

e. Fiction and biography are meant 
for all groups.

philosophy of history and 
summarises the.objectives of
the

IT. Use
A. Grades to which best adapted: 11 or 12
B. Adapted to objectives of American

history: Uell adapted
G. Value: Reference book

v '• Total

3
4

I* Publication 
A, Title:

Y a r M ,
Herbert French Hancox.

G» Publisher: Laidlaw Bros., San Francisco 
Be IMte of copyright: 1943 

. E. toades for which intended: 11 and 12
F. Pricer |2.40» subject to discount

: : V-,:: .. - , Total
II* Mechanical Construction

A. Size: 6 1/4" z 9 1/0”
B* Humber of pages: 896 
C# Binding: Durable, of wine and black 

. cloth with yellow print •
D. Covers: Simple but colorful
E. Paper: Good
F. Type: Clear and large
G. Margins: 1"

Total

2
3
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III. Content
A. Purposes of author 

1. To 5

2. To help students hotter adapt
themselves to change.

3. Develop an attitude of optimism
toward tho future. .xv

4. Develop an intelligent attitude
tovmrd tho political life of.the 
country.

5» Develop a sane attitude toward.v/ar.
6. Develop a spirit of tolerance that 

will bring about better relations 
among peoples everyv/hero. ’ * .

B* Stylo of writing 4
1. Narrative, vrfLth interesting and 

very pertinent.bits of sourco 
material included,

2m Chapters aro short and concise.
3. Simple vocabulary.
4. Topics are presented in unified

chapters, showing sequence of 
related events.

C, Organisation . 4
1. Preceding the first chapter is; an

outline of U.B, history, together- 
with a summary of each period,'
This treats the events of history 
in time sequence,

2. Text combines unit plan and
chronological plan.

3. Topics aro presented in unified
chapters, showing, sequence of 
related events.

4. In addition there is the brief, sum
mary and chronological outline of 
events placed before the first 
unit. ;

5. Five major units.
D. Treatment of material 3

1. Contains many human interest facts 
and anecdotes drawn, from oon-

1# Treatment of topics in proportion to 4
their importance
1, Formation and establishment of , 

government in the U.S., 1776- 
1823.



2, Sectionalism with a treatment of 
the sectional issues - slavery, 
tariff, banking, and internal 
improvements; the Civil War and

3* Industrialisation of America with * 
its changes and problems,

4. Current problems in the II,S, such 
. 'as labor, farm, international 

problems,
F. Aids in use

1. Index: Adequate, 25 pages,
2. Table of contents: By units and

chapters, along with a list of maps 
with page references,

3. Bibliography: Selected bibliographies
and annotated fiction containing 
supple

4* Appendix: Declaration of Inde
pendence , Constitution of the 

- U.S.
5. Footnotes: Hone, the information is
6 * Illustratio:

a• Modern and well produced.
b. Correlated with the text and

labeled \7ith stimulating cap
tions under the pictures.

c. Simple and meaningful charts
and graphs,

7, Teaching helps
a. Pages 25-50 contain summaries

and outline facts which will 
' ;help by recalling history

- facto knoxm previously and 
will provide an over-all view 
of the history in the text,

b. Summary4statements precede
each outline section.

c. Study exercises including
identification words, ques
tions, problems, and activ
ities follow each chapter.

' d. Suggested readings follow each 
chapter. •

- Total
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iv. uso : -A. Grades to vzhioh host adapted: ll or 12
B. Adapted t o : ob jectives: Well adapted
C. Value: Supplementary tozt Total

I* Publication 
A« Title:.
B. Authors"

, C. Publisher: Allyn and Bacon, Not; York 
D, Date of copyright: 1942 
E» Grades for nhioh intended: 7-9 
P. Price: list $1.80; Met #1.44; 

Exchange #1.35 Total
II. Mechanical Construction 

A. Size: 5 3/4” % 8”
Be Humber of pages: 652
0. Binding: Blue cloth, very durable
D. Covers: Attractive; picture of ships with

cream and light blue print •
E. Paper: Good : : ; v:. %' - - ' 1 ' . Total

1

I H .  Content :
A. Purposes of author 2

1. Attempts to connect today’s 
happenings with the past 
events of which they are the 
• result.

2* To create fairness, tolerance, and 
broad-mindedness. •

Be Style or w i t i ^  - ' ' - ' . 3
1. Chronological narrative.
2. lion-technical terms are used.
3. Short and concise chapters.

C. Organization
1. Unit organization; each of the nine 

units is introduced by a one-pago 
statement of its main theme.

3

W
W
W
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B* Treatment of material
1. Shows rapid and romantic conquest 

of a continent, coupled with the 
reckless waste of its vast re
sources.

2. Shows the gradual development of 
a rich* composite culture to" 
which almost every nation in 
the world has made some con
tribution, .

3 „ Shows the rapid scientific and in
dustrial progress with its 
challenges to society,

4. Shows the gradual growth of our
political democracy, with the 
broadening and strengthening of 
our democratic ideals,

5. Shows the weaving of ever-closer
relationships with other parts 
of the world,

6. Today's problems are presented as
situations resulting from all 
these forces, to be solved only 
by combined brains and goodwill 
of present-day Americans, and to 
be carried to success by the 
Americans of tomorrow,

E, Treatment of topics in proportion to
their importance
1. Formation and establishment of gov

ernment in the II.S., 249 pages.
2. Sectionalism with a treatment of

the.sectional issues, 140,
3. Industrialization of America with

its changes and problems, 136,4. Current problems in the U.S.,
53 pages,

F, Aids in use
1, Index: Adequate; frequent cross- 

references.
Table of contents: By units and 

chapters. There is a short ex
planation of each chapter 
italics, 
and maps are

3, Bibliography: An interesting list

3

2



4. Appendix: ̂General^bibliO|rapIiy,

1:

people or each period.K  ̂ e^lctogr^by^aokKcer!

c. The pictorial inaps|^reproduced
particularly significant 

: items-in the growth of tho . - ; n&tloa*. _ r - ' .  ̂ ' y
d. The hlach-and-v/hite maps,

developed according to a now 
• technique, are free of ex

traneous-detail likely to
7. . c a c h i n g :  thC -”U P U -

They should help the pupil 
to associate nevr facts v/ith 
his previous Imowledge and 
with; the life around him, and 
aid him in the problem
solving habit so essential 
•to constructive citizenship, 

b, Tho Class hetivities differ 
v/idely in character, giving

develop their individual ■ 
talents, and.offering many 
opportunities for group ox-

o« Special;attention is given to 
tho choice of supplementary 
reading materials; lists are 
suited to varying resources 
of different libraries,

books which M v e  proved
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8#@fml and interesting to 
young students have been included.

d, A general bibliography may be
found In the Appendix.

e. Our CountryTs Story by West
and Wallace.

. Total 15*
17. Use

A, Grades to Tdiioh best adapted: 7* 8 1
or 9B. Adapted to objectives: Well adapted 3

G. Value: Textbook in 7 or 8; too 3
elementary for high, school

Total “7
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